
Harley-Davidson used the
platform afforded by the Las
Vegas Consumer Electronics
Show (CES) in early January to
confirm more details about its
‘LiveWire’ electric motorcycle -
finally confirming availability
from August 2019, with a
domestic US MSRP of $29,799.
Harley unveiled two new concept
electric two-wheelers and announced
pricing and pre-order availability for
LiveWire, its “first electric production
motorcycle,” stating that domestic U.S.
dealers can pre-order at h-d.com/
LiveWire “with deliveries expected this
fall and select global markets to be
announced at a later date.”
Said to represent the future of Harley-
Davidson, “bringing high-performance
electric propulsion, evocative design
and cellular connectivity to today’s
riders,” LiveWire is slated to be “the first
of a new electric portfolio of
motorcycles that provides an all-new
two-wheel experience, delivering
thrilling acceleration, agile handling,
premium materials and finishes, and a
full suite of electronic rider aids and

interfaces for a completely connected
experience.”
Implying that the performance of the
LiveWire motorcycle will be for
“seasoned motorcyclists,” Harley also
claims that its clutch-free design “also
makes the experience for new riders
easier than ever.”
Harley-Davidson also debuted two
additional electrified future concepts
that “further explore the potential of

urban mobility and in keeping with
LiveWire, both concepts bring Harley-
Davidson’s expertise in expressive two-
wheeled experiences and push
boundaries in design and technology.
“These motorcycles are a significant
part of the ‘More Roads to Harley-
Davidson’ [strategic] plan to accelerate
building the next generation of riders
through new products in additional

motorcycle segments, broader access
and a commitment to strengthen
dealers globally.”
Matt Levatich, Harley-Davidson’s
President and CEO, said: “We’re at a
historic juncture in the evolution of
mobility, and Harley-Davidson is at the
forefront. Innovation that moves the
body and soul has always been at the
heart of our brand, and this next chapter
in our history is about creating products
and opportunities for existing and
aspiring riders of all ages and walks 
of life.
“Our vision for the future is all
encompassing - for all ages, from urban
professional to exurban retiree, and
from commute-minded to thrill-
seeking, we are creating the products
and opportunities for existing and
aspiring riders to feel the transformative
power of the two-wheeled riding
experience. These two concepts are
further statements towards that. Our
commitment to lead in the electric
mobility space begins this fall with the
production 2020 LiveWire.”
Further described by the company as
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W
elcome to 2019, and with it comes what, for me, is a
significant anniversary! While last year was the 60th
anniversary of the Sportster, believe it or not, this is the 35th
anniversary of the ‘Evo’. That was the Harley platform that was

current at the time I came into the market - which was five years after its
introduction, so this is also the 30th anniversary of my first experience of
the motorcycle parts and accessory market.
The memories of first walking into the exhibition hall at the ‘old’ Cincinnati trade show
are still vivid. That was in the days when all of the then available exhibitor community
from the whole of the industry, V-twin and ‘metric’/dirt, was squished into every available
square inch of, at that stage, a pre-remodel exhibit hall that was only around 60 percent
of the size that the specialty footprint of V-Twin Expo would go on to overfill in its own
peak years 15 to 20 years later.
So much changed in that time, and so much has changed again since. Personally, I still
miss the V-Twin Expo and still have the utmost respect and thanks for the job that Jim
Betlach and the Easyriders team did for creating such a shop window for our market,
one that had a profound effect on shaping my time in the industry,
just as it did for hundreds of other people.
As I write this, we are ‘girding our loins’ for the spring distributor
dealer expos, and that is just one of the ways in which post-downturn
market evolution finds expression now.
When I first walked into the Cincinnati show hall - as an experienced
publishing geek, but utter newbie where the motorcycle industry was
concerned - my first impressions were of a ‘bright and shiny thing’
that I didn’t understand, but right there and then I made it my solemn
mission to decode it and continue my education. 
Above all I wanted to meet the people. At that stage I had been
around the market for some 18 months and had decided I would be
quite happy to call it home if I could carve out a niche for myself simply because of the
people. 

Sure, compared to many of the markets I’d been in by that stage in my career, the
subject matter wasn’t too shabby either, but above all it was the characters and

passion of the people I had started meeting that quickly got under my skin. As an antidote
to a decade of rising up the greasy pole of a corporate London publishing career, it felt
liberating. Rather than a life spent breathing the same air as bean counters, attorneys
and HR types, this was fresh clean air. 
I was always somewhat a fish out of water in my formal career years as I had print under
my finger nails, and had done so since my early teens. Now I was meeting people with
passion, enthusiasm and oil under their fingernails - and it felt much more of a natural
habitat to me. Even though it would still take me years to decode it and find my way
around the motorcycle market, I was finding myself driven and motivated by the challenge
and, as it would unfold, ‘Cincinnati’ was one of the primary fields of play that gave me
the opportunity to try and understand enough to be able to find my place.
It was some five years after that first time that I returned there with my own booth for
the first time and with the launch of the first editions of our all-new dealer magazine
under our belt. At the time I didn’t know, realize or understand that, actually, I was
entering a market which was at that stage in a down cycle and that what I was doing,
bringing specialty trade-level ‘channel’ readers together with matching specialty content,
was what these days one hears being described as ‘disruptive’.

Just as I didn’t realize that the late eighties marked a market in a slump, neither could I
(or anyone else) have realized just where the market would go in the years ahead. Timing,
as they say, is everything, and in retrospect I can now see that for once in my life I had
gotten it spot on!
The people I met, and the passion I found myself immersed in, manifested itself in many
ways. The friendliness and welcoming attitude to someone who was all too ready to state
his knowledge limitations saw me finding myself neck deep in a fast track learning
experience. Above all with squish bands, flow rates, bore and stroke and all the bells and
whistles of a burgeoning performance parts and accessories market that those I was
meeting were able to take for granted but that was, for me, an all-new language that
often defied understanding.

The opportunity that saw the market itself able to raise its businesses by the boot straps
was, of course, what we now think of as that good old venerable ‘Evo’ - at the time

of course, while recognized even then as not exactly state-of-the-art in the context of
what was going on elsewhere in the motorcycle industry, it was the ‘new block on the
block’, and being largely oil tight and reliable had already started to set a course towards

growth for a market that had been languishing - indeed as Harley
themselves had been.
It is sad that Harley are at bottom dead center of the cycle again
now, but we can maybe take solace from history. Provided the
impatience of the investor community and competitive pressure can
continue to allow Harley time, we all hope that the ‘More Roads’
strategy will turn their wheel again in the medium to long-term.
Strictly speaking, history does not repeat itself, but it is cyclical. While
all cycles look, feel and taste different from each other, there are
common denominators, and the ‘Evo’ was, in effect, the Harley
‘More Roads’ strategy of its day.
So, the theme for AMD in 2019? To celebrate the 1984-99 Big Twins

that did so much to rescue Harley and stimulate the aftermarket that we know today. 
Any vendors reading this, who have ‘Evo’ specific parts and accessories, get in touch.
Pictures and info sheets welcome. We are not looking to showcase generic products,
universal accessories or variations on a theme that could be used by riders of any platform,
or G&A.

What we are looking for are chassis and front end parts that are ‘Evo’ specific and,
of course, engine and driveline components, assemblies and products - stock

replacements and performance and handling upgrades that dealers can buy, sell and use
to keep those (now officially) ‘venerable old Evos’ on the road.
As price point sensitivity and the ‘retro vibe’ continue to inform our market, the ‘Evo’
platform offers a great start point for projects, as seen by the increasing number of custom
‘Evo’ bikes now turning up in custom bike shows, our own included.
With Matt Levatich himself stating that “used is the new entry level of a couple of years
ago,” the ‘Evo’ offers a genuine performance engineering canvas and a simplicity that
can also engage home-wrenchers.

Robin Bradley
Co-owner/Editor-in-Chief
robin@dealer-world.com

Keep Those ‘Evo’ Engines Running
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“the perfect combination of power,
performance and technology,” features
will include acceleration from 0 to 60
mph in under 3.5 seconds - “the instant
torque provided by the H-D Revelation
electric powertrain can produce 100
percent of its rated torque the instant
the throttle is twisted, and 100 percent
of that torque is always available.”
Citing the ease-of-use of ‘Twist-and-
Go’ platforms, Harley states that
“electric power requires no clutch and
no gear shifting, greatly simplifying
operation for new riders. All riders will
appreciate the braking effect of the
power regeneration mode as it adds
charge to the battery, especially in stop-
and-go urban traffic.”
With connectivity and electronic rider
aids informing much of the R&D
investment budgets for the whole of the
global motorcycle industry at this time,
the LiveWire will be equipped with H-D
Connect, which pairs motorcycle riders
with their bikes through an LTE-enabled
Telematics Control Unit (developed in
conjunction with Panasonic), coupled
with connectivity and cloud services
using the latest version of the Harley-
Davidson App. 
LTE is a 4G connection protocol
(“fourth-generation long term
evolution”) offering a connection that
is more reliable and delivers much
higher speeds than conventional 4G
and the 3G it replaces - up to 10 times
faster than most 3G connections.
Harley says that this technology will
make the LiveWire motorcycle the first
North American mass-market cellular-
connected electric motorcycle. With H-
D Connect, data is collected and
transferred to the App to provide
information to the rider’s smartphone
about a range of functions including
motorcycle status. Information
available through H-D Connect includes
battery charge status and available
range from any location where a
sufficient cellular signal is available. 
This allows the rider to remotely check
the charge status, including charge level
and time to completion. “Riders will be
able to locate a charging station with

ease thanks to an integrated location
finder built into the H-D App.”
H-D Connect features tamper alerts and
vehicle location, indicating the location
of the parked LiveWire motorcycle with
alerts sent to the rider’s smartphone if
the bike is tampered with or moved and
includes GPS-enabled stolen-vehicle
tracking, service reminders and
notifications, performance and range
optimization “for the urban street rider,
who will be able to travel an estimated
110 miles of urban roads on a single
charge.”
The chassis is designed to deliver agile
handling for “confident control on
urban streets and a thrilling ride on
curving backroads,” with the H-D
Revelation powertrain sitting “low in
the motorcycle to lower the center of
gravity and help the motorcycle handle
well at all speeds and make it easier to
balance when stopped.” LiveWire is
also said to feature advanced
technology including standard
cornering-enhanced anti-lock braking
system and traction control. The systems
are said to be “fully electronic and

utilize the latest inertial measurement
unit and ABS sensor technology.”
Harley says it is also addressing the
issues of sound and vibration, claiming
that LiveWire will feature a “distinctive
Harley-Davidson sound and minimal
vibration - the powertrain produces
minimal vibration, heat and noise, all of
which enhance rider comfort. The
LiveWire model is designed to produce
a new signature Harley-Davidson sound
as it accelerates and gains speed. This
new futuristic sound represents the
smooth electric power of the LiveWire
motorcycle.

The onboard Level 1 charger and power
cord can connect to any standard
household outlet and get a full charge
overnight. For a faster charge, riders can
visit any public Level 3 DC Fast Charge
station. Harley says the riding range
estimates are based on current SAE
testing of LiveWire concept models -
“actual riding range will vary based on
several factors including weather and
driving conditions - and that the H-D
Connect service will not be available in
all markets, with market availability
being announced when LiveWire starts
to ship in August 2019.

<<< Continued from cover
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home city of Boise, Idaho. Driven by
purpose, progress and performance,
Rekluse can always be relied on to
inspire a better adventure.”
For Rekluse, President Sean Brown
said: “Rekluse is excited to add
HardDrive and Western Power Sports
(WPS) as a sales channel partner. This
cooperation will broaden awareness
of our expanding product
segments including our V-twin
and Harley replacement
performance clutches. We are
confident this new partnership with
the HardDrive sales teams will help us
continue building momentum for the
Rekluse brand.”
HardDrive’s parent company WPS has
been in the powersports distribution
business for a combined 58 years.
HardDrive distributes V-twin products
to its dealers nationwide through six
regional warehouses located in Boise,
Idaho; Fresno, California; Memphis,
Tennessee; Elizabethtown,
Pennsylvania; Ashley, Indiana; and

Midlothian, Texas.
The new HardDrive 2019 catalog
features over 2,200 new items added
to the fast growing line-up of popular
and hard-to-source brands and parts,
accessories and performance items.
As well as MagnaFlow, Rekluse and
Paul Yaffe’s Bagge Nation, additions
from established vendors include JW
Speaker (lights), ODI (Vans Cult grips),
and Pingel (clutch, accessories,

petcocks, drag race components).
Highlights include a significant
expansion to the company’s Danny
Gray seats line, HardDrive premium re-
useable air filters, Firebrand exhausts
(now exclusive to HardDrive), Sawicki
2 into 1 exhausts for Sportsters,
Forbidden Motorcycles 2018 Street
Bob/Breakout risers with stock gauge
integration; Big Bike Parts Indian and

Victory accessories and Racing
Bros front suspension cartridge
kits for Touring models.
www.hdtwin.com

Bagger Nation SRT ‘Steam Roller’ touring front end kit

<<< Continued from back page

MagnaFlow Hitman slip-on mufflers

Rekluse's RadiusX is a high
performance centrifugal auto clutch
combining our TorqDrive and EXP
technologies

After what DP Brakes and
Clutches describes as
“incredible success”, the
company is expanding its line of
H-D clutches by offering a
complete friction and steel kit
for Harley-Davidsons – this is in
addition to the individual
friction and steel kits which
have proven so popular with
dealers.
DP Brakes’ clutch components
are designed to provide
extended service life and
smooth, fade-free power
delivery. The friction plates are
ready to go, with no need to
pre-soak in oil and are said to
perform well in a wet or dry

clutch. “The steel drive plates
will not swell, unlike aluminum
plates, nor will they fade,” says
Larry Mills, President of DP
Brakes North America. The
increased weight versus stock
plates adds ‘fly wheel effect’,
improving starting and traction.
“We are pleased to be adding a
complete friction and steel kit
to complement our existing
individual kits. This will continue
to round out our highly
successful range of long lasting,
high performance clutches.  
“Having one part number will
make it easier for the dealer
and consumer to order, and the
sense of quality is increased by 

using the same high quality,
durable, cushioned and heavy
duty plastic presentation case
which will protect them from
damage during shipping and 
deliver a real sense of the
quality we engineer into every
component we make.”
www.dp-brakes.com

DP Brakes and Clutches to
Expand Clutch Line - Complete
Friction and Steel Plate Kit

Q4 2018 saw Wells Fargo increase its
stake in Harley by 5.5%, buying an
additional 20,809 shares, taking its
holding to 400,010 shares for a
0.24% ownership stake worth
$18.1m. The company dropped its
price objective on H-D stock from $49
to $46. A number of other hedge
funds and other institutional investors
also modified its HOG holdings in the
final months of 2018 (sell-offs and
acquisitions), including Riverhead
Capital Management, Aperio Group,
Flinton Capital Management, Advisors
Asset Management and Neuburgh
Advisers. Over 88% of H-D stock is
owned by hedge funds and other
institutional investors, and as at mid-
December the consensus rating on
Harley was “Hold” with a target price
of $44.38.

Harley is not the only one to see
its share price tumble. Polaris
Industries (owner of Indian
Motorcycle) saw a January 2018
high of $134.87 fall back by -
40% to around $80.00 by
mid-December. However, at
$4.74bn (as at 1-7-19), its
Market Cap is now less than
$1bn lower than Harley’s, making
the H-D CEO’s dismissive boast
of some four years ago that
Harley is twice the size of Polaris
sound a tad hollow now.

San Francisco Bay Area E-bike maker
Alta Motors has ceased operations
pending endeavors to find fresh
investment capital. It would appear
the positive press that its silent but
serious off-roaders have garnered over
the past couple of years has not
proven sufficient for them to be able to
absorb Harley’s decision to withdraw
from the investment deal inked with
the company just a few months ago.
Harley announced that it is opening its
own E-bike R&D center in ‘Silicon
Valley’ - it is not known whether that
decision was based on problems at
Alta or if the problems were triggered
by Harley’s decision. Either way, Alta is
the second northern Californian E-bike
maker to suffer a “Harley E-curse” -
the original Livewire prototype was
built for Harley by Mission Motor
Company in SF, which also
subsequently foundered.

Owners Don Andress and Tim
Cashman have sold Las Vegas H-D
and its affiliated dealerships (Red
Rock and Henderson H-D) to John
Morotti. The sale also includes
Zion H-D, a satellite retail
location in Washington, UT., and
five alternate retail locations in
the Las Vegas area including
hotels, casinos and the McCarran
International Airport. Morotti is
owner of Mother Road H-D and
Route 66 Motorsports (Kingman,
AZ.), Superstition H-D (Apache
Junction, AZ.) and Tobacco Road
H-D (Raleigh, NC.)
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Parts Unlimited and Drag Specialties
have released more information about
their 2019 Spring NVP Product Expo.
Slated for the renovated downtown
Kentucky International Convention
Center (KICC) at Louisville, Kentucky,
on the weekend of Saturday February
16 and Sunday 17, the Janesville,
Wisconsin headquartered distributor
says that theirs will again be the
largest distributor dealer expo of the
year.
Spanning over 88,000 sq. feet with
more than 240 leading exhibitors, at
the time of writing the company says
it will be introducing 25 new brands to
the Expo in “increased show space”
that will allow for “larger displays to
showcase the newest products from
the industry’s leading brands.” 
The Expo runs two full days with
expanded hours, starting Saturday
with dealer product training directly
from industry professionals. “Exciting

new brands and products will be
announced, along with opportunities
to connect with the industry’s leading
brands. NVP offers some great
discounts and incentives.” The
company says dealers should “plan to
attend Saturday and Sunday, as it will
take both days to see the entire show.” 
Hospitality and additional features for
the weekend will include Saturday’s
Happy Hour “where you can check out
the fashion show featuring the 2019
Spring Collection apparel brands and
Saturday evening’s iconic Meet &
Greet at the Sports & Social Club in the
heart of downtown Louisville’s 4th

Street live entertainment district.” 
Located within a day’s drive for over
half the U.S. population, Louisville is
described as being “one of the most
walkable downtowns with premier
d in ing and enterta inment
destinations.” 
www.dragspecialties.com

Parts Unlimited and Drag Specialties
Spring NVP Product Expo
Louisville, Kentucky, February 16 – 17 2019

The last set of EU new registrations
data released by the Association des
Constructeurs Européens de
Motocycles (ACEM), the Brussels
based international motorcycle
industry trade association, put EU new
motorcycle registrations at 830,694
units for the first 9 months of the year,
a +8.2 percent increase.
With 186,487 units (a +5.1% increase
on a year-on-year basis) Italy remains
the largest European motorcycle
market, followed by France (146,276
motorcycles, +10%), Germany
(140,628 motorcycles, +11.1%),
Spain (113,650 motorcycles, +8.0%)
and the UK (83,155 motorcycles,
+3.7%).
Motorcycle registrations increased in
all EU countries, with the exception of
Poland, where they went down by -
2.3%.
The European moped market reached
209,562 units during the first 9
months of 2018. This represents a
decrease of around -26.1% compared
to the registration levels of the first
nine months of 2017 (283,399 units).
The largest markets for mopeds in
Europe were: France (51,498 units),

Netherlands (47,260 units), Germany
(20,133 units), Italy (16,118 units) and
Belgium (15,992 units).
The moped market saw transition from
Euro 3 to Euro 4 engine emissions
compliance take effect on January 1st,
2018 - 12 months later than for
motorcycles.
Combined registrations of electric
mopeds, motorcycles and quadricycles
reached 36,270 units during the first
nine months of 2018. This represents
a substantial increase of +52.8%
compared to the registration levels of
the same period of 2017 (23,722
units).
Most of the electric L-category vehicles
registered in 2018 are mopeds
(26,210 units), followed by
motorcycles (7,652 units) and a much
smaller number of quadricycles (about
2,408 units).
Commenting on the latest figures,
Antonio Perlot, Secretary General of
ACEM, said: “During the first nine
months of 2018, motorcycle
registrations increased in 27 out of the
28 EU Member States, with double
digit growth figures for the three
largest European markets: Italy, France

and Germany.
“Although current
sales volumes in
Europe are still
below 2007 levels
(when 1.5. million
units were sold), the motorcycle sector
has accumulated four consecutive
years of growth since 2013. If current
trends persist, 2018 may become a
fifth consecutive year of market
growth.
However, there is growing industry
thinking that, in fact, the apparently
robust growth in new motorcycle
registrations is in fact flattening out
when the 2016 Euro 3 pre-registered
inventory is taken into account. 
That inventory was ultimately sold in
2017, but the numbers were mostly
recorded in the registration statistics
for the final quarter of 2016 - meaning
that 2017 registrations were in fact
higher than formerly recorded and
distort ing the year-on-year
comparison.
The true 2017 figure is likely to have
been much closer to the final 2018
figure when the full year statistics are
published in 2019.

ACEM - Motorcycle Registrations
in the EU Up By 8.2% During
the First Nine Months of 2018

Following the launch of the FTR
1200, Indian Motorcycle says it
received positive feedback for the
Akrapovic low-mount accessory
exhaust. Indian has therefore
decided to offer this exhaust system
as a stock element for the FTR 1200
S with race replica paint as it’s the
most premium model within the FTR
1200 line-up.

WPS (Western Power Sports),
the parent company of Boise,
Idaho based specialty
distributor HardDrive, has
announced an 80,000 sq ft
expansion to its existing
100,000 sq ft Fresno, California
warehouse, with more
expansion news to come 
in 2019.

Jeff Brown of EagleRider and Tim
Calhoun of Helmet House, Inc. have
been elected to join the Motorcycle
Industry Council Board of Directors.
MIC members also re-elected Andy
Leisner of Bonnier Motorcycle Group
to the board. They join Paul Vitrano
(MIC Board Vice Chair), Chuck
Boderman (Honda), Jim Woodruff
(NPA), Eric Anderson (VROOM
Network), Derek Brooks (Yamaha),
Kerry Graeber (Suzuki), John Hinz
(KTM), Bill Jenkins (Kawasaki) and
Mike Peyton (BMW Motorrad USA). 

After three years of pretty
much continuous decline, sales
of personal watercraft
increased by 8% through the
month of November, according
to the latest Info-Link
Bellwether report. Boat sales
were +3.5%.

BMW AG and Porsche have unveiled
a charging station that can jolt
electric vehicles with enough power
to drive 100 km (62 miles) in less
than three minutes, pushing ahead
of Tesla Inc. in the race to make
battery-powered cars more
convenient. 

Three-time Pro Stock World
Champion Angelle Sampey will
join the Harley-Davidson
Screamin’ Eagle/Vance & Hines
Pro Stock Motorcycle team for
the opening four rounds of the
2019 NHRA season as a
showcase rider, competing
alongside team veterans
Andrew Hines and Eddie
Krawiec. With 42 pro stock wins
to her credit, Sampey stands as
the most successful female
competitor in NHRA history.

NEWS
BRIEFS
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With its origins going back to 1958,
French workshop specialist Marolo
Test is celebrating its 60th anniversary
this year and welcomed its worldwide
distributors, partners and press to its
Cholet headquarters near Nantes 
in July.
Started by Paul Marrolaud, the
company was established to design,
produce and sell what is believed to
have been one of the first
dynamometers specifically for the PTW
market - a test bench for mopeds - with
one of the first motorcycle-specific test
benches in the industry introduced in
1973.
In 1987 the company developed the
first in what would go on to become
one of the best-selling and technically
advanced workshop lift programs and
a complementary range of equipment

for workshops and franchise dealers
with turn-key serv ice shop
installations, in manufacturer colors if
required.
In 2008 the company
launched its MaroloBio
environmentally friendly
workshop parts washers, and
after a 2009 factory extension
went back into the dynamometer
market in 2010 in collaboration with
Fuchs.
Fast forward to 2019, and the

company employs around 20 people
at its 2,500 sq m facility, with annual
sales in excess of 5m euro, more than
25 percent of which is exported.
Marolo Test sells to 10,500 customer
accounts in more than 60 countries.
www.marolotest.com

60 Years of Marolo

Combining on-highway riding with
off-highway exploration, the AMA
has released the schedule for the
2019 Beta AMA National Dual Sport
Series, presented by Kenda Tires,
featuring 16 multi-day events
organized by AMA-chartered clubs
and promoters in 12 states. Dual
sport bikes are street-legal
motorcycles that are capable of
navigating a single-track trail. The
series kicks off in April at Stanton,
Alabama, before getting fully
underway with four races in June
that see the series move from Lack
Haven, Pa. to the Ozark 200 at New
Blaine, Ak., Wabeno, Wi., and Big
Bear, Ca. 

After a two-year absence,
Kennedy Racing is returning to
the 2019 American Flat Track
(AFT) series in the AFT Twins
presented by Vance & Hines
class with veteran rider and
proven race winner Brandon
Robinson and former AMA Pro
Racing ‘Tuner of the Year’ Brent
Armbruster.

The AMA has expressed its “deep
appreciation” to the U.S. Senate for
passing a motorcyclist anti-profiling
resolution in December 2018 by
unanimous consent - half of all U.S.
motorcyclists say they have been
profiled by law enforcement. The
resolution urges state law
enforcement officials to condemn
motorcyclist profiling in their policies
and training materials. Profiling is
discriminatory as it means the illegal
use of the fact that a person rides a
motorcycle or wears motorcycle-
related apparel as a factor when law
enforcement officers decide to stop
and question, take enforcement
action, arrest or search a person or
vehicle with or without a legal basis.
Mentor, Ohio based Wiseco, Rekluse
and ProX parent company Race
Winning Brands (RWB) has
announced the appointment of
industry veteran Bob Bruegging as
the organization’s VP of Product
Management. Bruegging comes to
RWB from Cometic Gasket after two
decades with Mr Gasket Corporation
(ACCELL etc).

AMA CEO and President Rob
Dingman has been elected as
President of the Continental
Union of the FIM (Fédération
Internationale de Motocyclisme)
that represents the
international motorcycle sport
governing body in North
America. He will also serve as
chairman of the finance
committee of the FIM Board of
Directors and as the elected
representative to the FIM Board
for all FIM Continental Unions,
and as a member of the board’s
executive committee.

NEWS
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Indian Motorcycle is sponsoring
the 10th annual ‘One Moto
Show’ in Portland, Oregon
(February 8-10, 2019) and in
celebration of the new
partnership, ‘One Moto Show’
founder Thor Drake will unveil
an Indian FTR 1200 that he
designed and customized for
this year’s show. 
The bike will be on display at
the show and put through the
paces as it will be raced at The
One Pro Super Hooligan Race. 
The One Moto Show was
conceived by Drake, owner of
See See Motor Coffee Co., who
wanted to create an event for
friends who shared a passion
for motorcycles and hosted the
first show 10 years ago in an
old abandoned foundry in
Portland. The event has grown
from its humble beginnings to a
one-of-a-kind motorcycle show
known for showcasing a variety

of unique, unconventional
bikes and serving as a
gathering place for
motorcycle enthusiasts from
all over the world. 
As title sponsor for its 10th
anniversary, Indian
Motorcycle will feature a
display at The One Moto
Show and highlight the
highly-anticipated FTR 1200
and the stripped-down,
blacked-out Scout Bobber
along with a variety of
customs by builders like
Roland Sands, Carey Hart,
and more. 
“Thor Drake is a pioneer in the
motorcycle industry,
continuously challenging the
status quo and inspiring
ingenuity within our
community,” said Reid Wilson,
Senior Director for Indian
Motorcycle. “As a brand that has
always strived to push

motorcycling forward,
partnering with Thor and The
One Moto Show is a natural fit
for us.”
Along with Drake’s custom FTR
1200, RSD’s Super Hooligan race
team will compete at The One
Pro Race aboard the all-new FTR
1200. 

Indian Motorcycle to
Sponsor ‘The One Moto
Show’, Portland, February
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The Swiss-Custom Customizing and
Tuning Show will again be staged at
Swiss-Moto (Zurich, February 21-24,
2019). The show is again partnered
with Custom Show Emirates 2019
(Abu Dhabi, March 28-30), with the
Swiss-Custom winner receiving a trip
to compete there this year.
Swiss-Custom is also partnered with
The Rat's Hole Custom Bike Show in
the USA, with one of the “sought-after
Rat's Hole trophies being awarded in
Europe - an award from the Rat's Hole
Custom Bike Show is regarded as a
veritable Oscar in the customizing
scene.”

Customizers from
across Europe can
enter  for  pre-
selection for one of
the 50 spaces
available in the
show, with classes
including American Stock from 1987,
American Custom, Metric Stock,
Metr ic  Custom, Sportb ikes,
Streetfighter, Classic V2, Classic and
Single and Radical Custom.
The win in 2018 was taken by
respected Lichtenstein based custom
bike builder Reini Servello of Bobber
Garage, who went on to win the Over

1000 cc Radical Class at the Sturgis
Rat's Hole Custom Bike Show in
August with ‘Monarch’.
An additional feature this year will see
Michael Lichter curating a selection of
his most famous works and unveiling

new, previously unseen images.
www.swiss-moto.ch 

“The Swiss-Custom win in 2018 was taken by respected Lichtenstein based
custom bike builder Reini Servello of Bobber Garage with ‘Monarch’, going
on to win the Over 1000 cc Radical Class at the Sturgis Rat's Hole Custom
Bike Show in August and subsequently competing in the Avon Freestyle Class
at the 2018 AMD World Championship of Custom Bike Building at INTERMOT
Customized in Germany in October (www.bobber.li)

“Michael Lichter will present a selection of his most famous works and
unveil some new, previously unseen images

Cardo To Join Forces With JBL For High-End
Communication System Audio
Cardo Systems continues its evolution
as the leading wireless communication
systems manufacturer for motorcyclists
with a link-up with JBL - a division of
the Harman Group and one of the most
respected names in the top-end audio
industry.
With embedded audio software
technology developed by JBL
specifically for Cardo at their Los
Angeles audio labs, Sound by JBL now
gives riders the highest standard of
audio quality in Cardo’s latest
generation of Packtalk communication
systems, including the Freecom 4+,
“establishing a new standard of audio
quality for motorcyclists. Our
collaboration with JBL will deliver a
superior audio experience,” says Dr.
Abraham Glezerman, Cardo’s founder
and CEO.
“We have been relentlessly committed
to enhancing our users’ joy of riding
ever since pioneering the Motorcycle
Bluetooth category back in 2004. This
partnership is yet another powerful
example of the innovation behind that
ongoing commitment. JBL and its
world-class audio solutions will allow
us to bring our customers a new

standard of sound for the best riding
experience possible.”
After interviewing thousands of riders
over the course of 15 years, Cardo
Systems says it discovered that,
collectively, the three things riders are
most concerned about when looking
for a communication device are
performance, ease-of-use and sound
quality. 
Cardo can justifiably claim to have
reinvented performance by introducing
the next generation Dynamic Mesh
Communication platform, improved
ease-of-use with industry-first one-step
natural voice commands and are now
bringing premium audio to one of the
most difficult sound quality
environments imaginable.
Natural voice command operation

allows riders to simply say “Hey Cardo”
without having to press any buttons,
and the always-on device reacts
instantaneously. The big safety benefit:
hands always remain on the handlebar,
including activation of Apple’s Siri and
“OK Google” by voice command.
The all-new Freecom 4+ combines JBL
driven sound quality with Bluetooth
based natural voice command
operation and a razor-thin control
wheel, available at a mid-range price
point. The Dynamic Mesh technology
that underpins the Cardo Packtalk
concept allows up to 15 riders to join
and leave communications and
conversations with fellow riders over a
distance of up to 5 miles without the
network crashing and the riders
needing to re-establ ish
communications because it doesn’t
use the conventional “cascade
connection chain” technique.
Instead it is, quite literally, a “dynamic
mesh” that allows any rider to join
and leave at any time. It also features
natural voice activation and JBL audio
grade sound quality in a glove-
friendly, ergonomic and aerodynamic
package together with state-of-

the-art four-
way rider-to-rider,
rider-to-passenger
and single-rider
intercom. 
“We are excited to
offer top-end
technology at an
affordable price
point for the
consumer,” says
Glezerman. “With its best-in-
class sound, truly natural voice
operation and the innovative razor-thin
wheel, Freecom 4+ underscores again
our ongoing and firm commitment to
developing the industry’s best solutions
and providing consumers with
communication systems that perform
extremely well for virtually any riding
style.”
Glezerman concluded by saying that
“the Freecom 4+ is the best equipped
and best performing Bluetooth
communication system anywhere” -
and it is hard to argue with that claim.
The Freecom 4+ and JBL equipped
Packtalk products are expected to be
ready for the US market in late 2019.
www.cardosystems.com

Swiss-Custom 2019
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With motorcycle sales in the small but
enthusiastic Irish motorcycle market on
the rise, the biennial Carole Nash Irish
Motorbike and Scooter Show will again
be staged at the Royal Dublin Society
(RDS) expo complex and showgrounds
in the Irish capital from March 1st to 3rd
2019.
As one of the longest standing AMD
World Championship Official Affiliate
events, with it will be staged the Irish
Custom Bike Championship with not
one, but two opportunities to win
expenses paid entry to compete at the
next ‘AMD’ at INTERMOT Customized
in Germany in October 2020.
One prize will go to the wining domestic
Irish custom bike builder, with the
second to the builder of the bike judged
to be the best ‘international’ entrant at

this year’s show.
If ever a show has had a positive effect
on helping to create and champion a
national custom motorcycle market, the
‘Dublin Show’ is a case study of
excellence, with Irish builders regularly
appearing in the Top 20 at the World
Championship and taking the win in
2013 when Don Cronin and Michael
O’Shea of Medaza Cycles fame
(Bandon, Co. Cork) scooped the most
prestigious custom bike competition
prize in the world with ‘Rondine’, their
much admired 1971 Nuovo Falcone
500 engined custom Moto Guzzi with
its one-off girder style front end.
The Irish custom motorcycle market
may be small, but it is growing, and the
quality of the craftsmanship and design
and engineering innovation that it

produces every time the ‘Dublin Show’
is staged is up there with the best in the
world – as is the hospitality and fun to
be had at the show itself. It carries a ‘5-
Star Highly Recommended’ rating from

the team here at AMD Magazine and
all those who have had the pleasure of
spending a long weekend in Dublin for
the show.
www.irishmotorbikeshow.com

Dublin 2019 – be there!

Highlights on 2013 AMD World Championship winning bike Rondine include
the use of a heavily modified V-Rod swingarm to create the girder style fork,
V-Rod wheels at both ends and hand-beaten aluminum bodywork

Medaza Cycles came fifth in the
2018 World Championship with
‘Stechmücke’

http://www.optimate1.com


The 32nd annual Dennis Kirk
Donnie Smith Bike Show
Midwest Extravaganza will be
staged at the Saint Paul River
Center, St Paul, Minnesota, on
Saturday March 23rd and
Sunday March 24th. 
More than just a (very good)
custom bike show with a (also
very good) cash prize fund and
the imprimatur of an industry
legend, the show features
custom cars and bikes, a tattoo
show, vendors from all across
America, and a popular swap
meet billed as “The Largest
Parts Extravaganza on the
Planet.”
The show has grown
tremendously from its
beginnings and weathered the
downturn well to emerge as
“the largest custom bike show
in the Midwest.” Organizer Neil
Ryan says that this year it will
again comprise over 225,000
square feet of expo center
indoor show space, with
competition classes set to
include custom Baggers,
Choppers, retro Bobbers and
custom Cruisers. 
In related news, Flat Track
racing is returning to the
Minnesota State Fairgrounds
for a second
consecutive year,
with The War of the
Twins II being
staged the evening
before the show,
Friday March 22,
with sponsors
including Lucas Oil
and S&S Cycle.
For thirteen
seasons, from 1968
to 1980, the Twin
Cities was the
spiritual home of
authentic indoor
flat track racing
with the revered
Minneapolis
Armory hosting
races “that filled
the cold winter
months with
handlebar-to-
handlebar,
down-and-dirty
race action. Over
those years,
hundreds of
privateer racers
found a home in

which to compete. As one of
the largest, most successful
and longest-running flat track
events, “The Indoors” put the
sport on the map. 
“We were thrilled with the
attendance and incredible
reaction to the races last year,”
said Neil Ryan, promoter of the
Donnie Smith Bike & Car Show.
“Flat track has played into that
American spirit of
independence,
competitiveness, and the need
for speed, the elements that
make this such a great partner
sport for the Donnie Smith Bike
& Car Show. I rarely see a home
run in its first year like we
experienced. We expect this
event to continue to grow and
provide thrilling racing action
for years to come.”
donniesmithbikeshow.com

Donnie Smith Custom
Bike Show 
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BMW presented its first autonomous
motorcycle technology demonstrator
at its Miramas testing ground 2018
Techday in southern France.
Developed by a team led by graduate
engineer Stefan Hans, a R 1200 GS
was shown to be able to
independently drive off, accelerate,
circle a winding test track and
independently slow down safely to a
stop.
The company says that “the underlying
technology should serve as a platform
for development of future systems and
functions to make motorcycling even
safer, more comfortable and increase
the riding pleasure. 
“The aim of the prototype is to gather
additional knowledge with regard to
driving dynamics in order to detect
dangerous situations early on and thus
support the driver with appropriate
safety systems while turning at
intersections or when braking
suddenly”.

Other  technology pro jects
demonstrated included cornering
lights, laser headlights and a
motorcycle frame manufactured
completely using a 3D printing process
- including the rear swinging arm.
BMW Motorrad is able to leverage
synergies from R&D work done by the
automotive division where 3D printed

parts production has already made its
way into series production for various
vehicles. BMW says “the advantage of
3D printing lies in the complete
freedom to design components that
could not be produced in other ways.
“The innovative processes used in the
production of motorcycle chassis
components, such as frame, swinging
arm and wheels, use lightweight, high-
strength carbon - already industrially
manufactured in the BMW HP4
RACE”.
BMW believes that the rapid pace of
digitization will change the future of
motorcycling. “BMW Motorrad is
taking two-wheeler needs into
consideration for tomorrow's world of
transport and preparing for it
technical ly. Above al l , V2V
communication between vehicles is in
the foreground, further enhancing
safety and comfort for the motorcyclist
through digital networking”.

Autonomous Motorcycle
Tech Will Benefit V2V

Exclusively available through
Parts Europe/Drag Specialties,
Rinehart Racing from Arden,
North Carolina has launched
Euro 4 homologated slip-on
mufflers for M-8 H-D Touring
models.
“These stunning slip-on
mufflers will add the perfect
mix of both performance and
style. Proprietary technology in
the internal design of these slip-
ons maximizes both torque and
horsepower, letting the rider
actually feel the performance.
Rinehart Racing slip-on mufflers
are characterized and easily
identified by the iconic sound of

Rinehart Racing, a deep throaty
yet crisp rumble.”
They are available in 4” and
4.5” muffler diameter with a
variety of finish options and end
cap treatment options. They
have a stainless steel 2.5”
louvered baffle, CNC-machined
end cap manufactured from
aircraft grade extruded
aluminum billet, an internal
chrome CNC-machined sleeve
and are fully Euro 4 certified.
Rinehart Racing exhausts are
exclusively available to dealers
in Europe through Parts Europe. 
www.partseurope.eu
www.rinehartracing.com

Rinehart Euro 4 Slip-Ons
for Touring Models

The newly unveiled 2019 Tucker V-twin
catalog features over 1,730 pages of
parts, accessories, performance and
service items complemented by
products available for V-twin dealers
to use in their shops and retail to their
customers from the Tucker Tires, Shop,
and Service catalog, the Bike Master
parts and Accessories program, the
Twin Power catalog and apparel lines
including Speed & Strength.
New Tucker V-Twin programs for 2019
include Quantum Fuel Systems, Epic
Naked Series parts and accessories, a
slew of Twin Power additions, dress-up
and conversion parts and accessories
for M-8 Softails, no end of
per fo rmance
upgrades for all
Harley models,
including the
M-8 Tourers
and Softails,
and famous
name as well
as hundreds of
harder to find
branded parts
programs.
Wel l -known
brands run
from AIM’s Variable Pressure clutches
right the way through to Wiseco
pistons and kits, including all the well-
known MAG brands such as Vance &
Hines, RSD, Kuryakyn, Progressive
Suspension, Mustang, Performance
Machine, Burly Brand and Xtreme
Machine – over 150 brands and
34,000 SKUs in total.
www.tucker.com

Tucker V-Twin
2019 catalog

www.AMDchampionship.com
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I
t’s hard to believe, but 2019 marks the
35th anniversary of Harley’s introduction
of the 80” ‘Evolution’! Though initially
not universally appreciated, it quickly

became the platform that revolutionized
Harley-Davidson’s finances and corporate
standing and did so much to fuel the
explosion of the market for aftermarket
engines and frames that is thought to have
peaked at around 60,000 custom bikes a

year in the USA alone by 2006. By the mid-
1990s, S&S Cycle had introduced a
comprehensive program of stock
replacement and upgrade parts for the
‘EVO’, and when Harley withdrew its crate
motor program in the mid-1990s, S&S
stepped up by introducing its first single
part number complete V-twin engine. S&S
complete engines could be built before, but
by ordering all the components and

assemblies individually
or as kits. In this first
of a series of ‘Product
Specials’ this year,
AMD pays homage to
the venerable ‘EVO’ with a whistle-stop tour
around a small selection of the current
product lines that S&S has on its books for
the 1984 - 1999 Big Twins … 
See also this month’s Comment on page 4.

IN PRAISE OF THE ‘EVO’

S&S Cycle 60th Anniversary
124” Engine
Perfect for the Evo chassis and with the required deck
height, the S&S Cycle limited edition 60th
Anniversary 124 incher is a thing of beauty, featuring

a brushed nickel finish. “We’ve always wanted to do
a brushed nickel finish,” says S&S President Paul
Langley, “but realized it would be tough to do in
quantity, so the anniversary gave us the ideal
opportunity. We’re only building 60 of these and will
never make them again.” Based on the proven V-
Series platform with a massive 124” displacement,

each Anniversary engine is hand-built and serial-
numbered 1-60, and each includes a matched engine
stand with corresponding serialized plaque. Serious
horsepower-capable, this S&S Cycle 124” engine
also features a long stroke crank, Super G carb and
electric compression release. At the time of writing a
small number remain available ...
http://www.sscycle.com/60thanniversaryengine

V80
The closest in this selection to an entry level complete
engine price point for 1984 - 1999 Big Twins. The
V80 is said to provide a performance solution for
those who don’t want to go “big inch”. With the

EVOEVOEVO

COMPLETE ENGINES
This is a selection of the complete Evo-style engine packages and finishes that S&S has in its current program of complete engines for 1984
through 1999 Big Twins, all with a two-year warranty. Check the S&S website and discuss precise requirements, availability and options,
including finishes, with your distributor or direct with the S&S sales team …

20
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same displacement and physical dimensions as a
stock Harley-Davidson Evolution engine, the V80 fits
in a stock frame just like a stock engine, “but packs
a bit more punch, thanks to the Super E carburetor,
508 camshaft and high flow cylinder heads. The V80
is built from the same superior materials as our larger
performance engines, so engine life is excellent.”
Available as a complete engine with S&S Super E
Carburetor and Super Stock ignition.  Long Block
versions are available without carb or ignition that
are suitable for either carb or EFI applications.
Available in wrinkle black or natural aluminum
finishes.

V96 - Wrinkle Black

This nearly stock height engine makes installation
easy (+.015”) and features a Super E carburetor with
classic teardrop air cleaner cover; 585 cam with
lightweight single coil valve springs to reduce engine
noise; 3-5/8” bore x 4-5/8” stroke; 96 cubic inches
at 9.5:1 compression; forged rocker arms and
chrome plated rocker covers, tappet guides and gear

cover. The Super Stock ignition protects the engine
with a 3-step break-in rev-limiter during first 24
hours of operation. Logged engine data can be
viewed via a PC when equipped with the separately
available diagnostic cable and software. Initially
configured for electric start, it can be switched to
kick-start mode using the diagnostic cable and
software.

V111 - Black Edition
Longblock 

The V111 is a stock replacement upgrade with a lot
more power. S&S says the V111 is “perfect for
applications that require great horsepower and
torque, but not at the expense of dependability and
engine life.” Similar to the V124 engines, but with a
shorter stroke that results in lower piston speed for
longer engine life and less vibration. The lower
compression ratio makes fuel requirements less
critical, and the automatic electric compression
releases make starting even easier. The large cooling

fins are said to increase cooling efficiency and the
shorter than stock height makes installation easy. It
features gloss black rocker covers, oil pump, gear
cover, tappet blocks and pushrod tubes and has a
585 cam and forged rocker arms.

V124E 49-State Emissions
Compliant - Polished

This is one of the top-of-the-line S&S Evo style
complete engines intended for “new build” custom
bikes built with a new 1984-’99 style aftermarket
frame - it is not to be used in a previously titled
vehicle or custom bike built from a previously titled
vehicle. This engine comes with an S&S Super G
carburetor with the classic teardrop air cleaner cover,
polished aluminum finish with chrome gear cover,
tappet covers and rocker covers, Super Stock ignition
system and data logging. The ignition is initially
configured for electric start, however, it is kick-start
capable. It comes with all required certification,
documentation, labels and a two-year warranty.

STOCK REPLACEMENT AND UPGRADE 
KITS AND ASSEMBLY PACKAGES
This is a selection of the stock replacement and performance upgrade kits and assembly packages that S&S has available for Evo-style 1984
through 1999 Big Twins. Again, check the S&S website and discuss precise requirements, availability and options, including finishes, with
your distributor or direct with the S&S sales team …

Short Block Replacement
Engines 

These stock replacements are designed to replace
the entire bottom end on Evo Big Twins, with the
added bonus of relocated oil pick-up for better
scavenging. Compatible with factory primary and
gear covers, these short blocks are the “ideal

replacement” for stock or high-performance builds.
“S&S Short Blocks are a solid, bolt-in solution for a
bottom end that is no longer rebuildable. They are
built using the same premium quality U.S. made
components that are used in S&S complete
performance engines, assuring you of superior
performance and long, trouble-free engine life.”

Super Stock Alternator Style
Crankcase 

For stock replacement and high-performance
applications in 1984-’91 Big Twin models, this 3-
1/2” (stock) bore crankcase is said to offer some
unique features. Besides being machined for a crank
position sensor, they are also compatible with stock
flywheel assemblies, primary covers, gear covers, and
are clearanced for 38 amp alternator stators.
Includes all required hardware, fittings, and bearings;
black or natural aluminum finish.

96” Sidewinder Big Bore
Stroker Kit
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A 96” 3-5/8” Sidewinder big bore stroker kit is an
“economical route to a larger displacement engine.”
This kit contains nearly everything needed to take a
stock 80” Evo up to 96” displacement and includes
S&S 3-5/8” bore aluminum Sidewinder cylinders and
forged pistons, a 4-5/8” stroke dynamically balanced
S&S flywheel assembly, complete with S&S heavy
duty connecting rods and main shafts, head gaskets,
base gaskets, exhaust gaskets; stock cases will need
to be bored out to 3 5/8”. Black or natural aluminum
finish.

88” 3-5/8” Big Bore
Cylinder and Piston Kit for
Stock Heads 

This 3-5/8” big bore kit will increase the
displacement of stock 80” Evolution Big Twin
engines to 88” using the stock 4-1/4” flywheels. The
kit includes S&S 3-5/8” bore cylinders, 3-5/8” bore
flat topped forged pistons with rings and wristpins,
head gaskets, base gaskets, exhaust gaskets and
instructions. The cylinders are shorter than stock, so
shorter pushrods and shorter manifold will be
needed to complete the engine. Stock cases will need
to be bored out to 3 5/8”. Black or natural finish.

Performance Replacement
Cylinder Heads 
These performance replacement cylinder heads for
1984-’99 Evo Big Twins are designed to be
compatible with a stock style flat topped piston. This
set has a slightly larger 82 cc combustion chamber,
making them ideal for larger displacement
applications, producing a manageable compression
ratio. These heads are original equipment on S&S V96
and V80 engines. Larger than stock 1.900” intake
and 1.575” exhaust valves provide plenty of air while
maintaining port velocity for good low and mid-

range response. S&S high lift valve springs allow the
installation of cams with up to .585” lift. Compatible
with stock intake manifolds, exhaust systems and
temperature sensors for EFI equipped models.
Available in black, natural or polished aluminum
finishes.

80FLSS 80” Hot Set-Up Kit
For 1984-’92 

Replaces the stock cylinder heads. This kit contains
everything needed to replace stock heads with the
high flowing S&S Super Stock upgrades and optimize
performance with the S&S 561 camshaft, chromoly
steel adjustable pushrods and a Super E carburetor
kit - complete with manifold and a high flow S&S
teardrop air cleaner. The design of the Super Stock
combustion chamber requires a special separately
available domed piston to yield the optimum 10.2:1
compression ratio and to optimize combustion
chamber turbulence for superior flame travel. Black
or natural finish.

Gear Driven High Volume,
High Pressure Oil Pump Kit
Originally designed for S&S 4-1/8 bore V-Series

engines with piston oiler jets, these high volume,
high pressure oil pumps also work well in stock Evo
and S&S V-Series engines - they fit 1984-’91 H-D Big
Twins. No thicker than a stock pump, gears with
fewer but larger teeth provide increased oil volume
for both supply and return sides of the pump. Supply
gears are 9% wider than stock and standard S&S oil
pumps; 28% wider than stock return gears ensure
proper crankcase scavenging, reduce drag on the

flywheels and eliminate oil carryover. Polished billet
finish. Increased scavenging capacity results in less
oil in the crankcase and less oil carryover - excess oil
from the pressure control valve is filtered - and longer
pump life. Equipped with a stock length oil pump
drive shaft. 

Super G Carburetor Kit 
This complete S&S Super G carburetor kit contains
everything needed for a complete installation on
1984-’92 Big Twins with standard tanks. The kit also
includes a manifold for engines with stock length
cylinders; 2-1/16 inch bore.

SELECTED COMPONENTS
89” Stock Bore Stroker Kit 
Stock bore stroker kits have always been an
economical way to increase the displacement. This
89” stock bore stroker kit upgrades carbureted 80”
H-D Evo 80 Evo Big Twins to 89” displacement at
approximately 9.25:1 compression. It includes a
dynamically balanced 4-5/8” stroke flywheel
assembly complete with heavy duty connecting rods

and main shafts. Stock bore stroker kits re-use the
stock cylinders, saving cost and the retaining stock
appearance of the engine. Minor hand tool crankcase
and cylinder modifications are required. Depending
on the oversize required for the stock cylinders, this
kit requires separately available special pistons.
Pistons are available for stock or S&S Performance
replacement cylinder heads or for S&S Super Stock
cylinder heads.
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Performance Ignition Kit 

Performance ignition kit with HI-4N ignition, single-
fire coil and 8.8 mm double silicone premium quality
spark plug wires for 1984-‘99 Big Twins.

89” High Compression
Stroker Pistons 

Piston set, 3-1/2” x 4-5/8” for +.020” Super Stock
heads, 1984-’99 H-D. 

Standard Forged 
Rocker Arm Kit 

For 1986-’18 Big Twins (and 1986-’19 XL), this kit
contains two front and two rear rocker arms. An
economical solution for stock rebuilds and mild
performance upgrades, S&S standard rocker arms
are forged from 8620 steel for greater strength
than stock forged or cast steel rocker arms. In
addition, they feature the same 3/4” long rocker
shaft bushings that are used in its roller rocker arms.
The 3/4” long bronze bushings provide 50% more
load bearing area than the 1/2” long bushings used
in stock and other aftermarket rocker arms.

.650” Lift Sidewinder 
Valve Spring Kit 

Sidewinder .650” valve spring kits for 1984-2004
Big Twins (and 1986-2003 XL) with stock heads
(both 7 mm and 5/16” valve stems) and all S&S
Super Stock heads (5/16” valve stems). Work well
with cams up to .650” lift. Manufactured from ultra-
clean high silicon Kobe alloy wire, then micro
shot-peened and nitrided. CNC-machined 9˚ locks.
High-performance conical single wire spring.
Chromoly forged retainers. Kit contains valve
keepers, top and bottom collars, springs and shims.

Quickee Adjustable 
Pushrod Set
For 1984-’99 Big Twins with hydraulic tappet (80”-
98”, 113”, 117” and 124” engines), they can be
installed or removed from an assembled engine
without disturbing the top end.

Oil Change Kit for 1984-’99
Big Twins

S&S oil change kits include four quarts of S&S
premium full synthetic 20W50 V-twin motor oil and
an S&S chrome oil filter.

High Performance Hydraulic
Tappets 
High performance
tappets for 1984-
’99 - “a great
choice for any
stock or high-
performance application.
Only the finest materials and
precision machining techniques are used in the
manufacture of these lifters and strict quality control
insures that they will work flawlessly every time, no
matter what the application - from a stock 80 incher
to the most outrageous big incher.”

S&S CYCLE INC.
Viola, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 627 1497
sscust@sscycle.com
www.sscycle.com

http://www.kustomtech.eu
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South Gate, California based MSI has added hubs to its line-
up of 28 wheel blank sizes (in 2D and 3D formats), rotors,
pulleys and sprockets.

“Now you can get hubs ready to go - all you need to do is
decide which finish you need and the bearing. Our initial line
starts with the hubs for the popular bagger; fitment for 2000
and up with front and rear hubs are available - we will
gradually be adding further to the line-up throughout 2019.”
MSI hubs are made from 6061-T6 aluminum, manufactured
in the USA, and “designed for easy installation - each hub
comes with a pre-cut crush tube and
socket head bolts.” 

MSI
Southgate, California, USA
Tel: 562 583 4530
sales@msiwheels.com
www.msiwheelblanks.com
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Motorcycle Hubs for Baggers

Said to offer “model-
specific optimized ride
tune,” these gas-charged
monotube shocks from
Fox (exclusively available
from Boise, Idaho based
distributor HardDrive) are
made with a 1.5” 6061-T6
aluminum type III hard
anodized body. 
Designed with an internal
floating piston, they
feature advanced high-
flow, deflective disk,
“velocity-sensitive”
damping, hand-
adjustable, machine cut
or all black aluminum
billet spring preload

adjuster and spring seat (with
additional rebound damping versions
also available) and have a 1/2” low
friction, super-finished hard chrome
shaft.
The ‘Carbon Black’ spring is available
with standard or heavy duty spring
rates. Fully serviceable and
rebuildable, they are available in
standard 13” or low 12” lengths for
Touring models ’84- ‘16. A spring pre-
load wrench is available separately.

HARDDRIVE V-TWIN
Boise, Idaho, USA
Tel: 208 376 8400
orders@hdtwin.com
www.hdtwin.com
www.ridefox.com

Fox Shocks for Touring Models

Ventura, California, Barnett Tool & Engineering’s
clutch spring conversion kit for 1998-17 H-D Big
Twins (except 2013-18 Narrow primary models)
includes a CNC precision machined billet
aluminum pressure plate and two sets of six
heavy duty coil springs. 
Designed to replace the stock diaphragm
spring/pressure plate assembly, this spring
conversion kit provides smoother shifting and a
more progressive, linear clutch engagement. The
two spring sets of different tension ratings allow

for three different spring pressure options making
it ideal for stock to high performance
applications. 
Installation is ‘bolt-on’ with no modifications
required. A hydraulic version is also available. 

BARNETT CLUTCHES & CABLES
Ventura, California, USA
Tel: 805 642 9435
info@barnettcables.com
www.barnettcables.com

Barnett Clutch Spring Conversion Kit

www.AMDchampionship.com
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Dyna and XL Koso
Tachometer

Featuring a digital speedometer display available in
a choice of colorways, the Koso HD-1 has a speedo
display adjustment range of 0-8,000 rpm.
A warning light illuminates when the setting value
is exceeded, and it has a speed display range of 0-
225 mph (0-360 km). There are additional indicator
lights for fuel (yellow), engine (orange), battery
(red), anti-theft protection (red), cruise control
(green) and ABS (red).
The motor temperature setting range is -40 to 215
degrees centigrade (-40 to 419 degrees F) and the
effective voltage is 12V. Available for 2004-2011
Dyna models and Sportsters from 2004 and up with
a choice of chrome or black bezel.

Glassless bar and bar end
mirrors

Berlin, German based motogadget has caused quite
a stir with what is thought to be the first ever E-mark
approved glassless motorcycle mirrors range. The
m.view series features a patented mirror surface with
the aluminum itself ground, finished and polished to
for a weight saving edge and frame-free design with
a thin, lightweight metal mirror body.
The convex mirror surface is made resistant to
oxidation, corrosion and scratches by a complex
plasma coating process applied in a vacuum. The
precise ball joint allows comfortable and stable
adjustment and positioning.

CUSTOM CHROME EUROPE
Grolsheim, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)6721 4007 0
info@customchrome.de
www.custom-chrome-europe.com

Custom Chrome
Europe Additions

European dealers who have been waiting for the
vintage-inspired Biltwell Gringo and Gringo S
helmets to meet ECE regulations need wait no
longer – the California-based company has
announced that all 2019 models of the popular full-
face helmet line will not only meet DOT regulations,
but also those of the even more stringent ECE. 
“Designed by riders, for riders,” these helmets
“harken back to the days when things were simpler
and helmets weren’t festooned with ridiculous
graphics and superfluous widgets,” says Biltwell co-
founder Bill Bryant, and while the design might be
rooted in yesteryear, the quality of construction and
materials involved are thoroughly contemporary.
The injection molded shells are lightweight, the paint
quality is “superior to helmets costing twice as much
and the buttery interior now includes pockets in the
ear recess area for communication systems.
“The original Gringo helmet gave fans of the
retro/modern motorcycle movement a safe place to

put their heads. Assembled by hand and featuring a
hand-painted ABS thermoplastic outer shell for
lasting beauty and maximum impact attenuation,
inside they feature a three-piece EPS safety liner and
urethane chin bar padding that meets both US DOT
and ECE R22.05 safety standards for motorcycle
riding. 
“Gringo’s removable liner and cheek pads are hand-
stitched with open-cell foam for breathability and
feature moisture-wicking fleece Lycra touch points
and polyester vent panels for all-day riding comfort.”
Biltwell offers accessory cheek pads in a variety of
different thicknesses so the face-fit can be
customized specifically for the rider. The generous eye
port is said to provide great peripheral vision and is

large enough to accommodate sunglasses or Biltwell
goggles.
“A less-is-more aesthetic sets the standard for
comfort and style among retro/modern safety gear
for riders,” says Bill, “and now our enduring favorite
is ECE certified for motorcycle operation. Europe’s
stringent R22.05 test protocol is recognized as the
highest standard in the world for rider safety. 
“Offering both US DOT and ECE certification means
you can wear Gringo S with confidence. Boasting the
same safety and comfort technologies as our Lane
Splitter, Gringo S looks right at home on every
motorcycle in your stable, from scooter to
shovelhead.”
The CE-certified polycarbonate shield is injection
molded for maximum optical clarity and features a
scratch-resistant treatment to fight microscopic road
debris. Gringo S can be outfitted with accessory
bubbles and flat shields in a wide range of colors and
tints to fine-tune the style and vision, and its liner is
removable for cleaning or replacement.
Both Biltwell helmets are available in sizes ranging
from XS to XXL and there are ten different paint
finishes per model “to satisfy the pickiest rider.”

BILTWELL INC.
Temecula, California, USA
Tel: 951 699 1500
service@biltwellinc.com
www.biltwellinc.com

ECE-Certified Biltwell Gringo
and Gringo S Helmets for 2019
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N
estled in the hills near the
Slovak border in the far east of
the Czech Republic is a village
called Luhacovice. For years,
unknown to us, a certain Pavel

Malanik had been diligently toiling away on
a project of breath-taking audacity,
craftsmanship and beauty.
First seeing his ‘Beast of Brooklands’ as he wheeled

it in on set-up day at the 2018 ‘AMD’ was one of those
jaw dropping World Championship moments that
come around every now and again - a moment when
the brain just can’t fully process what the eyes are
seeing.
His ‘Beast of Brooklands’ is an homage to a 1908
racer built not far from the legendary JA Prestwich
factory (JAP) in north London by the gentlemen of an

enterprise known, unsurprisingly, as North London
Garage (NLG).
Arthur and ‘FW’ Forster, proprietors of NLG, had
previously built a 985 cc V-twin NLG-Peugeot, raced
by speed legend William E. Cook to win the first ever
motorcycle race at the equally legendary 2 ¾ mile
Brooklands banked circuit in England in April 1908.
In 1905 JAP had built an 88 mm stroke 1,034 cc V-

The‘Beast of
Brooklands’
Lives Again

Additional reporting from
the December 2017
edition of Classic Bike

Robin Bradley
Publisher
robin@dealer-world.com

By Pavel Malanik, Luhacovice, Czech Republic

PICTURES BY 
Onno Wieringa
www.madnessphotography.eu
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twin that raced in the 1906 International Cup in
Austria.
JAP used that engine as a basis for three 120 mm
stroke 2,714 cc engines that went to various owners,
one being used by Matchless for a bike that never
made it into volume production, one being used in a
cycle car and the third being raced (unsuccessfully) at
the 1908 Isle of Man TT. That is believed to be the JAP
engine that eventually found its way to the Forster
brothers at NLG. 
The engine had apparently been too powerful for the
single loop frames of the day, and Will Cook built a
much stronger twin-loop cradle and did much else to
it besides before, weighing about 113 kg (250 lb) and
took it to Brooklands to have a crack at Henri Cissac’s
flying-start kilometre and mile motorcycle world
speed records set at the Brighton Speed Trials in 1905.
The NLG proved to be a beast on the banked circuit.
It had no brakes and no suspension, and with the bike
constantly trying to climb the concrete banking, Cook
was hardly ever able to stay in the saddle at speeds
above 70 mph, which is how its nickname came into
being some years later. 
Although Cook was never able to break Cissac’s
records, he did post 26.553 seconds for the kilometre
(84.247 mph) to set a new unlimited Brooklands
track record, but not a world speed record. On a return
visit to Brooklands later in 1908, unofficial stopwatch
timing said he averaged over 90 mph.
The bike was subsequently displayed by NLG at the
Stanley Show in London in 1908, but after further
cracks at the record in 1910 the Forster brothers
disposed of the bike and it subsequently disappeared
from the record, along with the two other engines -
ultimately no trace was left of the JAP 2,714 cc 80
degree JAP V-twin or ‘The Beast of Brooklands’ itself.
Fast forward 110 years and Pavel Malanik rolls his
replica into the AMD World Championship at
INTERMOT Customized in Cologne, Germany, and
jaws dropped and grown men drooled!
Two years ago Malanik took his handcrafted replica
to the famous banking of the Montlhery circuit in

France, and on the 1.5:1 ratio that proved to be
Cook’s glass ceiling it produced 100 kph/62 mph at
1,000 rpm and a top speed of 160 kph/100 mph on
3.00 x 21 inch Avons.
As Classic Bike magazine reported, Pavel Malanik is
“the master of lost masterpieces”. He has previous
form when it comes to recreating legendary
motorcycles and he puts an incredible amount of time
and effort into it.
A prior project was the inline four-cylinder Laurin &
Klement CCCC, of which only four examples were
ever made, with no survivors. “So he scaled up the
only two period photographs in existence and
researched the engine’s construction. A toolmaker
specializing in press tools for the automotive industry,
Pavel spent approximately 2,500 hours in his home
to create that replica.
“His next project was the 1909 Torpedo, a semi-radial
in-line V4 Torpedo racer with a capacity of 1,640 cc
and a top speed in excess of 120 kph.” The one-off
original of that bike had disappeared too.
As with his previous creations, Pavel thoroughly
researched the NLG-JAP and used period
photographs to make scale drawings. “To make the
crankcases, he machined them from a block of alloy
using his lathe, milling machine and a rotary table so
that the 80° angle between the cylinders would be
perfect. 
“He bored right through a block of alloy so that the
main shaft bearings would be in
line, roughly machined the

main external shape, and cut the alloy block in
half along the vertical line. Then he milled out
the timing chest and bored holes for the cam
wheel shafts, tappet blocks and engine bolts.
He machined the conrods from billet steel and
made the cams, followers and gear wheels.
“Pavel fabricated frame lugs and bent the
frame tubes to shape before pinning and
brazing them together. He also made the forks,
carburetor and ignition system, and spun the V-belt
rim from sheet steel.”
Our thanks to Phillip Tooth whose Classic Bike feature
on Pavel’s labor of love helped inform the history and
detail that was ‘lost in translation’ when I spoke with
Pavel at the AMD World Championship last October.

www.AMDcham
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Pittsford, New York based Magnum
Shielding has added to its popular family of
XR lines with either clear or OE style black
coated stainless brake hose and chrome
plated fittings with a third color choice.
Magnum’s ‘All Black XR’ brake and hydraulic
clutch Lines feature a OE style black XR
brake hose with highly polished black
chrome plated fittings.
Manufactured using PTFE inner tubing, they
are braided with an XR stainless steel
reinforcement that is embedded in a tough
black nylon outer jacket - delivering
“exceptional protection of paint and
chrome,” says General Manager Tom
Vierthaler, adding that they are “compatible
with all hydraulic fluids - the enhanced
construction provides an extreme braking

response and excellent durability.” 
XR lines are designed to be compatible with
Harley-Davidson ABS requirements for stock
and alternate lengths and are compliant
with all DOT FMVSS-106 Specifications.  
Magnum has these black XR lines available
in stock lengths or can make custom lengths
for clutch and plus brake lines to fit most
ABS or non-ABS H-D Touring, Softail, Dyna,
and Sportster models, including 2018 and
up Softails.

MAGNUM SHIELDING
Pittsford, New York, USA
Tel: 585 381 8380
info@magnumshielding.com
www.magnumshielding.com

Magnum Black XR Brake
and Hydraulic Clutch Lines PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

How many times do you hear of riders arriving at an
event after driving for many hours, towing the
motorcycle on a trailer or with them in their van to
find that when it is offloaded there’s a problem - the
battery is dead! 
Any number of things could have drained that
battery during the trip - the alarm tripped en-route

or the key was left in accessory position - but the
results are the same. No battery. No starting. No
riding. Or if it is entered into an AMD custom
motorcycle event, disqualification is staring you in
the face! 
Sure, you can jumpstart the bike, but how long do

you need to run the engine to be sure it will start
again in the morning? And if it is a lithium battery,
well, jumpstarting is simply NOT recommended.
The OptiMate Ampmatic range of powerful battery
chargers are the ideal rescue - hook it up and the
charger does the rest, even for a battery as low as
1/2 a volt. Ampmatic chargers will determine battery
condition, then how many amps it can accept to get
it back up as fast as possible. 
The OptiMate 6 Ampmatic delivers up to 5 amps,
which is perfect for any size of 12V lead-acid power
sport battery, but for a 12V battery sized from 20 to
30Ah, the kind typically found in bagger/touring V-
twin motorcycles, the super-powerful new OptiMate
7 Ampmatic delivers up to 10 amps.
For 12.8V/13.2V lithium (LiFePO4) batteries, the
OptiMate Lithium 4s 5A has a lithium-specific
Ampmatic charge program that will safely nurse the
battery back to life and then get it back up to ‘start’
level fast. 
When it comes to lithium, TecMate CEO Martin
Human says “never JUMP, always charge. A flat
lithium battery is very sensitive to sudden high
current bursts and you run a high risk of permanent
damage and you might even see a little smoke being
released if you jumpstart a dead-flat lithium battery.”
If it is a small battery, there’s no adjustment to be
made on any of the OptiMate Ampmatics as the
smart Ampmatic processor matches the charge rate

to the battery’s size and condition.
Martin says: “Ampmatic means total ease of use, or
as North Americans might say, it’s a ‘no brainer’
charger. Hook up your OptiMate Ampmatic and it
gets you up and running as quickly as possible.” 

TECMATE
Tienen, BELGIUM
Tel: +32 (0)16 805440
www.tecmate.com
www.optimate1.com

OptiMate Ampmatic
Battery Rescue Chargers 
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Dublin, California based Arlen Ness Enterprises has
added to its popular replacement and custom fender
programs with new stamped one-piece 14-gauge
steel designs that are available for selected Harley
and, as seen here, selected Indian Motorcycle
Tourers, Big Twins and Scout applications.
The 21-inch ‘Rapper’ is a “curvaceous” full-length
design that “wraps the tire to perfection”. They allow
enough clearance for oversized 14” brake rotors and
mount with the additionally available 21” fender
brackets that are also seen here.
The 21” fenders measure 5.90” wide and accept all
120/70-21” tires on 2014 and up Chief, Chieftain,
Roadmaster and Springfield models. The 21” Pro
Short features a “performance inspired design for an
aggressive look.”
Also seen here, this Ness fairing for Indian Scout
models “provides style with protection.” Made from
heavy ABS plastic (the same material used for the
OEM saddlebags), it features a smoked plexiglass
windshield and is a fabrication-free simple bolt-on
install.

ARLEN NESS ENTERPRISES
Dublin, California, USA
Tel: 925 479 6350
contact@arlenness.com
www.arlenness.com

Ness for
Indians

Rapper - 21” steel full-length 5.90” wide design
that takes all 120/70-21” tires for 2014 and up
Chief, Chieftain, Roadmaster and Springfield
models

Pro Short - 21” steel fender for a “performance
inspired, aggressive look”

Fairing - made in
heavy ABS with a
smoked plexiglass
windshield for a
fabrication-free
easy install on
Scout models

These steel fender brackets are designed to
relocate the factory front fender on Chieftain
Limited and Scout models to the proper position
when using a 21” front wheel. Available in
chrome or black powder coat finish, each kit
includes everything needed to relocate the fender
on a 21” front wheel install

Santa Ana, California based exhaust
manufacturer Two Brothers Racing (TBR) has

this new Shorty Turnout 2-into-1 black
polished stainless steel full system available
for 2017-2019 M-8 Touring models.
Described as being designed to deliver
maximum torque the company says that the
“race inspired headers shave pounds off the
competition to ensure a long lasting,
weather resistant, amazing sound exhaust.” 
They come complete with heat shields and
Cat Delete., and are also available in
brushed steel and black finishes.

TWO BROTHERS RACING
Santa Ana, California, USA
Tel: 714 550 6070
www.twobros.com

Shorty Turnout 2-into-1 
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Reaper camshafts from Oceanside,
California based Feuling Parts have wide
lobe separations to produce very wide
power bands, smooth camshaft lobe ramps
that are easier on valve train components,
eliminating excessive valve train noise and
wear, and giving better throttle response,
increased MPG, easy starting and a unique
idle sound.

The Reaper 405 is a workhorse, producing a wide
powerband, increasing torque and HP throughout
the entire rpm range when compared to stock. A
direct bolt-in replacement for Milwaukee-Eight
engines, it can be used with stock valve springs,
pushrods, lifters and exhaust.
The 405 will respond well with slip-on mufflers
and/or complete exhaust systems and a high flow
air cleaner. Feuling recommends using free flowing
mufflers with smaller cores for best lower rpm
power and pull.

The valve lift open close duration at 50” lift and TDC
lobe centerline is .395 4 ATDC 24 ABDC 200 .068
103 for the intake and .405 36 BBDC 11 BTDC 205
.049 108 for the exhaust; the rpm range is 1,700 -
5,700 with an overlap of 7.
The Reaper 465 is an accelerator, producing solid
bottom end performance with substantial gains
above 2,800 rpm when compared to stock.
This direct bolt-in replacement for Milwaukee-Eight
engines can be used with stock valve springs,
pushrods, lifters and exhaust. It too will respond
well with slip-on mufflers and/or performance
exhaust system and air cleaner. Use of performance
valve springs is not required but may result in a
quieter, smoother running valve train. This cam will
also respond well with increased bore and/or
compression.
The Reaper 521 cam is described as having
“aggressive pulling power with a satisfyingly
“nasty” sound and will shine in 114” and larger
cubic inch engines with added compression ratio.”

Feuling says that ported cylinder heads are not
required, but that they will complement the cam
and add even more pulling power throughout the
range and that the stock throttle body produces an
excellent powerband; use of a high flow throttle
body may increase peak power numbers. A high
flow exhaust system and air cleaner is highly
recommended for optimal performance. Feuling
also recommends matching this cam with its Race
Series oiling system and says that high lift valve
springs are required on stock cylinder heads, but
that SE cylinder heads already have high lift valve
springs and do accept the 521 grind cam; heavy
duty one-piece pushrods are also highly
recommended.
The 508 cam, ‘The Grim Reaper’ (also for aggressive
pulling power with their hallmark “nasty” sound),
revs up faster than the 521 grind, sounds nastier
still, and pulls harder but is more difficult to tune,

Feuling Reaper Series Camshafts for M-8 Engines

Reaper cam series

Race series kit
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though is an excellent choice for 114” and larger
cubic inch engines with added compression ratio.
Though not required, ported cylinder heads will
complement the cam and add even more pulling
power throughout the range. 
The stock throttle body again produces an excellent
powerband, though use of a high flow throttle body

will increase peak power numbers. A high flow
exhaust system and air cleaner is highly
recommended for optimal performance and
matching with Feuling’s Race Series oiling system
is recommended. High lift valve springs are
required, and heavy duty pushrods are highly
recommended.
Valve lift open close duration at 50” lift and TDC
lobe centerline is .508 21.5 BTDC 36 ABDC 231
.180 97.5 at the intake and .511 45 BBDC 9 ATDC
243 .146 104.25 at the exhaust with an rpm range
of 2,250 - 6,250 and overlap of 30.5.
At the top of the range of M-8 compatible Reaper
cams, Feuling describes its 592 grind as “the Big
Nasty” requiring you to “put your big boy pants on
and get serious with bore size, ported cylinder
heads and high flow throttle body.”
An aggressive camshaft, it requires high lift and
higher load valve springs, performance pushrods
and lifters. A high flow air cleaner and triple stepped
exhaust pipe are highly recommended, and Feuling
also recommends matching this cam with its Race
Series oiling system. High lift valve springs are
required (such as the Feuling Beehive valve spring
kit); heavy duty pushrods are highly recommended.
Also seen here, Feuling camshaft kits for
Milwaukee-Eight engines include camshaft, lifters,
inner cam bearing, cam/crank hardware and a
gasket/O-ring kit that allows for use of the factory
one- piece pushrods or the company’s own
“optional and recommended” heavy duty 0.165”
wall one- piece pushrods.
HP+ Series kits include the HP+ hydraulic roller
lifters for 405 and 465 grinds; their Race Series kits
include Race Series hydraulic lifters, which have a

full .200” of total travel designed with a slower
bleed down rate to handle heavy valve spring
pressures and increase engine rpm before valve
float.
They feature increased roller clearance for steep
ramped camshafts and clearance for the
Milwaukee-Eight front exhaust camshaft lobe
flange. These are the kits recommended for 465,
521, 508 and 592 grind installs.
Newly available from Feuling, M-8 ARP dress-up
external fastener kits for 2017 - 2019 Baggers and
2018 - 2019 Softails are made in high grade
stainless steel and include 12-point engine case
bolt kits, external engine kits, external primary and
transmission kits and chassis and trim kits for
Softails and Road Glides.

FEULING PARTS
Oceanside, California, USA
Tel: 619 917 6222
info@feulingparts.com
www.feulingparts.com

External fastener kit for
'17-'19 Baggers

External fastener
kit for '18-'19
Softails

HP+ series kit
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Three Rivers, Massachusetts based Mustang
Seats has an updated addition to its
popular Fastback series - the all-new
HighTail Fastback, featuring “all the comfort
that put Mustang on the map in a sporty,
low profile package that positions riders
lower and 1” further back than the
original.”
Available for ‘06-’17 Dyna and ‘08-’19
Touring models, the HighTail provides “a
comfortable but aggressive riding position
that allows riders to get the most out of
their machines. The HighTail’s signature 6”
high wall offers exceptional lower back
support and keeps riders from sliding back
in the saddle, making it perfect for
aggressively twisting back the throttle or
casually feasting on mile markers. 
“A contoured and low profile 13.5” wide
driver bucket positions the operator lower
and further back compared to most stock
seats, while Mustang’s proprietary
controlled-density polyurethane foam
provides even weight distribution to
eliminate pressure points for long-haul
comfort.”
The hand sewn cover is made from premium
expanded vinyl; the baseplate is in marine-

grade fiberglass. The HighTail for ‘08-’19 H-
D Touring models is also available as part of
the Dave Perewitz Signature Series by
Mustang, which features classic diamond-
stitched panels for added style.”

MUSTANG MOTORCYCLE PRODUCTS
Three Rivers, Massachusetts, USA
Tel: 413 668 1100
sales@mustangseats.com
www.mustangseats.com

Mustang’s New HighTail
Fastback Raises the Bar

New from Lake Havasu City, Arizona based Joker
Machine, these new mini serrated floorboards for
2018 Softail models can be used as either passenger
boards or rider boards with updated footpeg mounts
for new models. 
“The strong yet lightweight two-piece construction
is CNC-machined from 6061 billet aluminum. The
overall size and functionality is great for any
application and also available for most models made
between 1972 to present.” 
Serrated for exceptional grip, they have 360-degree
footpeg adjustment, pitch adjustment screw for a
level riding position and are available in hard black
anodize or raw aluminum finish. They measure 5"
long, 3" wide, 0.0675" thick; easy installation;
matching footpegs available.
Also seen here, these fork-mount rectangle LED turn signals “capture the attention by adding a high

intensity lighting element to the front of the bike.” 
Smoked lenses hide amber LED lights that glow as
running lights and directional indicators when turn
signals are activated. Also available with amber
lenses. Lights are set at a 25-degree angle for
standard H-D forks. “Mount them outside or inside
of the fork tubes to accommodate most front ends.”
Pitch bolt mounting design for a clean look; available
for 39 mm, 41 mm and 49 mm fork tubes; hard black
anodize or chrome plated finish.  

JOKER MACHINE
Lake Havasu City, Arizona, USA
Tel: 909 596 9690
sales@jokermachine.com
www.jokermachine.com

Joker Machine Accessories

Fork mount rectangular LED turn signals
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Mini serrated
floorboards
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Roland Sands Design (RSD) has updated its
Black Ops, Contrast Cut and chrome
finish engine and transmission
accessories with a selection of
designs for M-8 Touring, Softail
and Trike applications.
The ‘Clarity’ air cleaner allows for
viewing of internal intake
components. CNC machined from
billet aluminum with a
polycarbonate window, it ships with a
K&N air filter included for the “best in
filtration and flow”. The backing plate is
designed to promote smooth airflow into the
carb/throttle body.
The ‘Turbine’ air cleaner has hidden internal
crank case breathers with slotted breather
bolts and oil tubes included for Big Twin
applications. All RSD air cleaners can be used
on Mikuni carbs with use of

a separately available adapter.
Matching the ‘Clarity’ air cleaner, the CNC
machined billet aluminum ‘Clarity’ derby
cover is a direct replacement for the stock
design, with matching timing/cam cover also
available.
The specialty coating of the polycarbonate

windows on the Clarity line
does not allow oil and grease
to adhere and has a
proprietary abrasion and UV-
resistant film to protect the
surface from yellowing,
marring or breakage.

ROLAND SANDS DESIGN
Los Alamitos, California, USA

Tel: 562 493 5297
info@rolandsands.com
www.rolandsands.com

www.AMDchampionship.com

RSD ‘Clarity’ and ‘Turbine’ Air
Cleaners and Matching
Accessories for M-8 Clarity

timing cover,
Black Ops

Clarity derby
cover, chrome

Best known for his fenders and conversion kits, Russ
Wernimont drew on his race experience to enter
the Harley shock absorber aftermarket in 2018, in
partnership with Walker Evans Racing as the
manufacturer of his designs.
The two shocks seen here have black anodized
aluminum shock bodies, 5/8” stainless steel shafts,
high quality Eibach springs, adjustable compression
and spring pre-load (to set “sag”) and feature
internal bypass technology “for a superior ride.”
The RS1 piggy back coil over shocks have piggy back
style reservoirs and are available in 13” or 14”
‘standard’ or ‘heavy duty’ configurations for selected

’99-‘19 Touring models, ‘91-‘17 Dyna, and ’04-‘19
XL applications.
The 13.5” M-8 Softail shock has a remote mount
reservoir, and being longer than stock will raise the
ride height approximately 1” to 2” depending on the
model.

DRAG SPECIALTIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 758 1111
drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com
www.russwernimont.com

M-8 Softail

RS1 piggy back coil over

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

Turbine air cleaner, Contrast Cut Clarity air cleaner, Black Ops finish

RWD Shocks
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National Cycle’s popular Heritage line of Beaded
Heavy Duty windshields regularly sells out, but the
company has now announced that they are back in
stock at its Maywood, Illinois headquarters
warehouse, with the Heritage and classic styles
available for immediate shipping - including the much
sought after red and blue Beaded Heavy Duty
windshields and separate components.
The National Cycle 5-bolt pattern Beaded Heavy Duty
windshield is an authentic three-piece beaded
construction manufactured with modern, premium
quality polycarbonate materials. The complete
windshield is available with a clear top and a choice
of clear, red, blue or black bottom section, and a
standard round middle window. 
“The outer frame hardware is bright chrome plated
steel and internal hardware has a non-glare zinc
finish. Windshield mount kits are available for an
extremely wide range of makes and models, from
legacy applications over half a century old to today’s
newest domestic and import cruisers. 
“Replacement components for upper windshields,
lower windshields and adjustable middle windows in
all four colors are sold separately for National Cycle
5-bolt pattern Beaded Heavy Duty windshields and
for OEM Harley-Davidson 7-bolt pattern beaded

windshields.” 
All National Cycle polycarbonate windscreens are
protected by a 3-year warranty against breakage. 

NATIONAL CYCLE INC.
Maywood, Illinois, USA
Tel: +1 708 343 0400
sales@nationalcycle.com
www.nationalcycle.com

‘Heritage Line’ Beaded Heavy
Duty Windshields

National Cycle’s Beaded Heavy Duty windshields
are available as complete 5-bolt windshield
assemblies, and as individual replacement
components for vintage Harley-Davidson 7-bolt
pattern windshield hardware. Lower windows are
available to fit 1977-93 FLHS, 1960-84 FL, and
1949-59 FL models. 

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

Georgia based Bagger and front end parts, wheels
and kit specialist Hawg Halters has announced
additions to its Road Hawg Wide Tire Kit Program
with two new kits for 2019 - taking the series to
seven kit options in total.
Now available in 21 x 5.5” and 23 x 5.5” widths for
early and late models, these new wide tire kits will
be available in both early and late model applications
to fit most V-twin Touring bikes – 18 x 5.5” kits are
available for early and late H-D models and late
Indians.
Featuring chrome, black or Phantom Cut
HHI/Renegade wheels, an HHI hidden axle kit, a US
made steel front fender, and the popular and time-
tested X-23 or X-26 bolt on triple tree, “these kits
will deliver a powerful combination of styling and
performance.”

“To finish your build off, HHI has a full range of
custom parts including matching 11.8 and 13 inch
single or dual true floating brake rotors, 6 piston
brake calipers, stainless steel brake lines, HellRazor
handle bars, forward controls, AirFX Air Suspension
systems, and much more.”

HAWG HALTERS INC.
Dahlonega, Georgia, USA
Tel: 877 442 5837
sales@hawghalters.com
www.hawghalters.com

HHI Adds Two New Road
Hawg Wide Tire Kits

www.AMDchampionship.com
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1 1/2” Bikini Bars

Designed for use with ’96 and newer style controls
and master cylinders, these bars are slotted and
notched for throttle-by-wire applications. Featuring
a full 1 1/2” diameter in the clamping area, the bikini
bars have custom bends “for the ultimate in
comfort.” Special risers required; made in the U.S.A
and available for most ‘96-‘19 models. 

Single Fire Ignition Coil

Designed to stop high speed misfires resulting in
increased mileage and to deliver improved
performance and starting, the 30,000 V output and
peak spark voltage increases by at least 20%.
Available for ‘17-‘19 FLHT/FLHR/FLHX/FLTRX/FLTRU
models. 

Rear Brake Master Cylinder

Said to offer improved braking over the OEM caliper,
this Drag Specialties rear brake master cylinder
assembly comes polished and chrome plated and
reuses the existing reservoir assembly. Available for
‘07-‘13 XL models. 

Sportster Inner Clutch Hub

This Drag Specialties inner clutch hub is said to
improve clutch function and features a reinforced
insert. It accepts all OEM components and is
available for ‘91-‘19 XL models. 

DRAG SPECIALTIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 758 1111
drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com

Drag Specialties Additions

Trike Kit for Street 500/750
Clearwater, Florida based Elite Technologies USA (“a
corporate partner of Suspension Technologies”), is
shipping a platform-specific trike kit for Street
500/750 models that “allows enthusiasts to enter the
trike experience at less than half the price of a big twin
model.”
This light weight kit, in conjunction with the optional
Black Hill Series shocks, “delivers a fine-tuned riding
experience accommodating the additional weight and
load capacity of the CBXG-1 trike kit.”
The kit comes 85% assembled. It’s shipped with
“premium components”, including anodized 6061-T6
(aircraft grade) aluminum axle housings and
differential cage; heat-treated 8620 performance

axles and high-load, tapered roller bearings for
durability; a powder-coated swingarm designed with
high-strength, structural steel tubing and midnight
black painted fiberglass fenders. 
“Elite Technologies USA’s mission-driven engineering
operation, combined with our knowledge base from
running NASCAR and NHRA suspension programs,
assisted the team in developing one of the most
responsive and fun to ride trikes in the market,” said
Mike Alex, Owner/Manager.
“Our kit delivers more smiles per miles than any other
trike out there. It has met with significant interest in
the Harley-Davidson dealer community, with our first
six kits delivered to Harley-Davidson Tampa,” said
Noah Jacobson, Owner/Partner. 
The brake rotor, caliper and pulley are stock units from
the street and pre-installed in the kit. The kit requires
no cutting or welding and is designed to allow the trike
to be easily returned back to stock. A qualified
technician can install the trike kit within 60 minutes.

ELITE TECHNOLOGIES
Clearwater, Florida, USA
Tel: 727 233 3610
www.suspensiontechnologies.com
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Arlen Ness ‘Big Stopper’
Brake Calipers

Ness ‘Big Stopper’ 6-piston differential bore brake
calipers are CNC machined from billet aluminum and
feature caliper bodies that are “engineered for form
and function.” The 3D sculptured design with cooling
fins machined into the inner caliper halves are said
to help dissipate heat, facilitating improved cooling
while braking. Compatible with ABS and non-ABS
applications, they include market leading high
performance DP sintered brake pads, bleeder screw,
banjo bolt, sealing washers, mounting hardware and
shim kit. 

CIRO Mini Floorboards

These mini floorboards
are said to be designed
“with comfort, style,
and versatility in
mind.” Mult ip le
mounting points and
splined peg adapters allow the rider to find the
perfect position whether using them as passenger
boards, highway pegs, or driver floorboards. “The
unique, aggressive styling was created with an effort
to maximize comfort, grip, and durability.” Available
in ‘Two-Rail’ or ‘ASR’ designs in chrome or black.

‘Old Style’ Leather Solo
Saddles

These old style solo saddles are said to be exact
reproductions of OEM designs, with steel base
plates. “They are covered with the finest grade of
cow hide available, well waterproofed and practically
wear proof.” They are available in either brown or
black finish - with the black saddles also available in
1954 “Deluxe” style. Custom brackets need to be
made for later model installs.

Torx Wyatt Seventies Style
Helmets  

These E-approved classic design open
face retro helmets “are real value for
money,” says Zodiac. They feature a
polycarbonate shell, polyester lining,
strap with rear button to secure goggles
and the standard 3-button system to fix the
included sun visor and accessories such as flat and
bubble visors. They are available in a wide range of
colourways.

ZODIAC 
INTERNATIONAL BV
Mijdrecht, NETHERLANDS
Tel: +31 (0)297 288 621
sales@zodiac.nl
www.zodiac.nl

Zodiac Additions
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The huge improvements in clutch operation
seen in the past forty years still leave many
models with heavier than necessary clutch
lever pull. As the inches get bigger, and the
horsepower increases, clutches have kept
pace but haven’t really moved forward in
terms of lever effort without intervention.
Now though, German custom parts engineer
Werner Mueller has brought his decades of
experience to the problem with the launch
of the Mueller ‘Hydro Clutch’. Based near
Inglostadt in Bavaria, Mueller “has game”
where clutch products and other innovative
parts designs are concerned - the Mueller
‘Power Clutch’ was a major step forward at
the time of its launch, but with a claimed
35% reduction in clutch lever effort on Twin
Cams, and a massive 45% reduction on
Milwaukee Eights, the ‘Hydro Clutch’
replaces the OEM part on 2016 FLSS,
FLSTBS, and 2014 and up Touring models

with the hydraulic clutch, including M-8
Tourers.
Maintenance free and with an easy, invisible
installation, the ‘Hydro Clutch’ also delivers
increased sensitivity and feel, and better
controllability of the clutch operation. 

CUSTOM CHROME EUROPE
Grolsheim, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)6721 4007 0
info@customchrome.de
www.custom-chrome-europe.com
www.m-motorcycle.de

Taking it easy with the Mueller
‘Hydro Clutch’ from Custom
Chrome Europe

Mueller ‘Hydro Clutch’ mounted on the M-8
gearbox, providing a 45% reduction in clutch
lever effort on Touring models with the M-8 drive
train

Improve riding comfort considerably with the
Mueller ‘Hydro Clutch’, providing a 35% reduction

in clutch lever effort on Twin Cam models

Fabian, son of Werner Mueller, introduced the
prototype at CUSTOMBIKE 2018

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
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PanAm Barrel Oil Tanks with
Filter Adapter

These German made barrel style oil tanks
(with filter adapter) are said to be
dependably oil tight and cleanly fabricated
inside. Precision manufactured in steel, with
TIG-welds and machined surface for the oil
filter, the side fill spout makes oil pour a
snap without having to move the seat.
Features two 5/16”-18 thread bushings on
top and one on the bottom for easy install.
Fitting for separately available M16 x 1.5 oil
filter cartridges; 245 mm long; available

chrome plated or bare.

PanAm Oil
Pressure
Gauges

These 0-60 psi 40 mm
precision calibrated steel

gauges feature a sturdy housing with liquid
filled indication to protect against
vibrations; available black or chrome plated
with a black dial.

PanAm SAE 60
Engine/Transmission Oil
PanAm60 is the official oil of the El Diablo
Run in Baja, California, where temperatures
above 30
degrees are
standard and
requirements for
engine
lubricants are
demanding.
Developed by
PanAm Oils in
Ohio, USA, it
“meets the
increasing
demands of
vintage and
classic bikes
today and in the
future”.

W&W CYCLES AG
Wuerzburg, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)931 250 61 16
sales@wwag.com
www.wwag.com

W&W Cycles Additions

Jeff Schwindt, founder of Brazil, Indiana based AirFX
has added to his branded air ride suspensions
program with a new bolt on wide tire kit for late
model Indian Touring bikes.  
Featuring a one-piece US made, steel wrap fender,

complete with a custom designed mount system for
precision fit, this kit “redefines the look and feel of
these popular touring bikes.”
With a custom 18 x 5.5” billet wheel from
HHI/Renegade Custom Motorcycle Wheels and a
180 mm front tire, Jeff says “this kit delivers
performance.”
Additional options include matching HHI/Renegade
true floating brake rotors in 11.8 and 13 inch sizes
with a custom, direct bolt-on 6 piston caliper from
Hawg Halters - “now not only does the bike look
good, but it will stop on a dime.” 
AirFX is also now delivering a complete, fully
integrated Air Suspension System for Indian Bikes
featuring its patented rear mono shock and the
“industry leading patented front replacement
cartridges with the new AirFX Q-Pak manifold
controller.” 

AirFX USA
Brazil, Indiana, USA
Tel: 812 814 9978
sales@airfxusa.com
www.airfxusa.com

Air FX Bolt on Wide Tire Kit
for Indian Tourers

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
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Exclusively distributed by Drag Specialties, these new
‘Bat Wingz’ from Youngsville, North Carolina based
specialist Custom Dynamics are said to
“add a sleek custom finish to
the H-D Batwing fairing with
an innovative new low profile
amber/white Batwing fairing
trim with 13 white DRL LEDs and 12
contrasting amber turn signal LEDs per side.”
They are said to provide a 180-degree viewing angle
to maximize visibility, be an effortless plug and play

installation using 3M automotive grade tape and to
“discretely provide enhanced forward and side visibility
to the lower edges of the Harley-Davidson OEM
Batwing fairing.”
They are currently available for 2006-2019 Harley-
Davidson Batwing fairings and backed by Custom
Dynamics’ Lifetime LED Warranty. 
Also seen here is a “quick, plug and play addition” to
the Air Wing Saddlebag Rails to add an extra running
and brake light that “demands attention”.
One row of six super bright 5 mm LEDs (per unit) are
sealed behind a red or smoked lens. The unit is installed

to the underside of
the saddlebag rails (with provided mounting hardware)
to provide maximum visibility to traffic behind the rider.
Also backed by Custom Dynamics’ Lifetime LED
Warranty, the saddlebag rail LED light bars are now
available for 2014-2019 Harley-Davidson Touring

models with H-D Air Wing saddlebag rail kit. Additional
fitments are also available for 1997-2019 Harley-
Davidson Touring and Tri Glide, 2015-2019
Freewheeler, 1996-2013 H-D models with add-on Tour
Pak, Air Foil luggage rack/Air Wing sissy bar upright,
and Air Wing two-up luggage racks.

CUSTOM DYNAMICS LLC
Youngsville, North Carolina, USA
Tel: 919 554 0949
sales@customdynamics.com
www.customdynamics.com

Custom Dynamics ‘Bat Wingz’
and Run/Brake Air Wing Light
Bar Addition

Loomis, California based tools, workshop and cable
specialist Motion Pro’s new Pro T-6 valve spring
compressor is a quick release system design that
presses straight against the retainer to eliminate side
loading the valve and keepers.
It works on all motorcycle, ATV, UTV and small engine
cylinder heads and the billet 6061 aluminum frame
“provides unmatched strength and stiffness and
lower weight”. Fully adjustable at the top and
bottom, the aluminum lower adjuster will not
damage or scratch valves.
Available with 18 and 24 mm or 24 and 28 mm
adapters, it is a simple, fast and easy to use design
with a durable blue anodized finish with laser
engraved markings that protects against chemicals,
oil and grease.
Also seen here, the Motion Pro hose removal tool
facilitates removal of fuel and cooling system hoses,
giving you two tools in one. 

One end is used to loosen stuck hose, the other end
assists in pulling the hose off the fitting, reducing the
possibility of damage to hoses and related
components. A lock nut at the base of each tip allows
360 degree adjustment or removal of one tip.
Ideal for use in tight spaces, the compact aluminum
handle provides solid grip and excellent control. The
tips are in high-quality steel with durable black oxide
coating. These tools are Motion Pro original designs.
Motion Pro has also announced renewal of its
partnership with American Flat Track racing as the
Official Tools, Cables and Controls for the 2019
season. 

MOTION PRO
Loomis, California, USA
Tel: 650 594 9600
info@motionpro.com
www.motionpro.com

Motion Pro T-6 Valve Spring Compressor
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Baker Drivetrain now has a version of its popular
hydraulic side cover available for Milwaukee-Eight
engine models that is “still the tidiest design
possible, yielding the strength necessary to get the
job done.”
Featuring the new 28 mm piston in conjunction with
supplied main shaft and countershaft retaining nuts,
the design helps to alleviate the common fluid
transfer issue between the transmission and primary;
still also available for 1987 and later applications.  
One of the first parts in the company’s ‘FF’ product
line, Bert Baker says “we took away all the ‘fat’ of
the standard aftermarket side cover and left the
function - the true art of any mechanical part - the
parts that make it happen, that do the work and yield
the results. 
“We sucked the side cover up to the bearing door as
much as possible by utilizing aerospace derived
hydraulic ball plugs that enabled the bleeder screw
and feed line ports to be right next to the gasket
surface. We even put the conventional transmission
dipstick on a diet.  Knowing what it’s like to be on
the end of that wrench, hustling to get that bike done
‘just right’, we tooled up these covers to offer either
front or rear banjo fitting ports.”
Manufactured out of virgin aluminum stock and
forged on 1,500 ton presses with a one-hit die, the
strength is matched by the smooth surface finish.
Forged 6061 side covers tuck tighter to the
transmission than the stock cable style side covers;
compact and versatile hydraulic line routing enables
the 3/8-24 banjo fitting to be on the front or rear of
the transmission.
Compatible with stock ’87-’06 H-D 5-speeds, 2007
and later stock H-D 6-speeds, Baker OD6, DD6, DD5,
DD7 and GrudgeBox transmissions or any other

transmission that uses a stock equivalent mechanical
cable style side cover, the system is designed to offer
the same amount of adjustability at the hand control
and engagement point as the stock mechanical
clutch cable.
It utilizes the stock mechanical center rod assembly,
enabling the wanted adjustment at the clutch lever,
as well as being compatible with all types of clutch
available on the market. The steel 1.5″ diameter
piston rides on high grade .125″ thick Buna N O-
rings, delivering smooth engagement throughout the
stroke of the lever as well as durability against the
transmission fluid and silicone based brake fluid used
in today’s hydraulic clutch systems.
By using 5/32″ diameter aerospace derived stainless
steel ball plugs in conjunction with some “crafty
precision machining,” the fluid can be routed to the
outside of the piston, while the banjo fitting remains
right near the gasket surface.

BAKER DRIVETRAIN
Haslett, Michigan, USA
Tel: 517 339 3835
info@bakerdrivetrain.com
www.bakerdrivetrain.com

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

Italian suspension specialist
Bitubo introduced a slew of
new products for custom
models at EICMA (the
“Milan Show”) in
November, including these
WNE shock absorbers, seen
here for the 2014-17 Dyna
FXDL 103 Low Rider, 2015-
17 Dyna FXDL Low Rider
and 2018 Indian
Scout/Sixty.
Featuring newly designed full-length black
covers, they are fully adjustable in both
rebound and spring preload, allowing the
ride to be tuned for the rider’s own
personal tastes and needs.
Also available are new ‘Dark Edition’ (black
spring/dark body) mono shocks for M-8
Softails featuring 7-click rebound and 24-
click 12 mm hydraulic spring preload
adjustment and up to 8 mm of length

adjustment - “versatile ride tuning for the
most demanding riders.”

BITUBO
Selve di Teolo (PD), ITALY
Tel: +39 0499 903 475
info@bitubo.com
www.bitubo.com

WNE - New Look for Indian
and Harley-Davidson

Hydraulic Side Cover
for M-8 Models
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Noted for its top-selling
advanced suspension
testing, tuning and tools
programs, Italian
specialist Andreani
Group’s DS1 electronic
spring tester was
developed by the
company’s in-house R&D
team to “perfectly and
easily measure shock
absorber and fork spring
load”.
Designed as a tool for all
technicians who want to
deliver precision results
when tuning or
rebuilding race or street
suspensions, and
especially when building
custom suspension
installations or
upgrading OE
manufacturer standard
front fork and shock
absorber set-ups,
Andreani says its
ergonomically designed

DS1 is “equipped with everything
necessary for the technician to be able to
work efficiently and accurately - the DS1
guarantees maximum accuracy of results”.
“This is due to the absolute reliability,
precision and accuracy of its design and
manufacture and of the calculations and
calibrations used. It boasts a maximum
load of up to 1,000 kg (10,000 N), a total
range of 350 mm, and a sensibility to a
tenth of a kilo”.
User-friendly features include an LED touch
screen display, function keys for manual
and automatic measurement, and the
possibility to measure the static forces of
both MX and MTB forks and shock
absorbers. All the adapters for the main
forks and springs on the market are
supplied as standard. 

ANDREANI GROUP INTERNATIONAL
Pesaro (PU), ITALY
Tel: +39 0721 209021
info@andreanigroup.com
www.andreanigroup.com

Andreani Spring Tester 
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The first new wheel developments for the H-D
Touring market from Hawg Halters since the
announcement of the acquisition of the Renegade
brand is the introduction of 21 x 5.5” and 23 x 5.5”
wide tire wheels.
These wheels will be offered in chrome, black, and
Phantom Cut finishes, with matching 11.8 and 13
inch true floating brake rotors available. Builders
looking to finish off a package for their customers
can also purchase matching air cleaners and derby
covers for an integrated custom look.
Owner Mark Thompson told AMD Magazine that
“HHI/Renegade Custom Motorcycle Wheels
maintains a core philosophy of offering premium
quality and uniquely styled, well designed, precision
engineered products that reflect the needs of our
dealer base. 
“Production of these exciting new wheels will
continue in our joint production facilities located in
Georgia and Southern California.”

HHI/RENEGADE CUSTOM 
MOTORCYCLE WHEELS 
Dahlonega, Georgia, USA
Tel: 877 442 5837
sales@renegadewheels.com 
www.renegadewheels.com

HHI Adds Width to Renegade
Custom Wheels Program 
for 2019
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INTERNATIONAL
HEAD OFFICE
THE NETHERLANDS

ZODIAC INTERNATIONAL B.V.

Tel: 0031(0)297 288621

Email: sales@zodiac.nl

AUSTRALIA

CASSONS PTY. LTD.

TEL: +61 28882 1900

Email: enquiries@cassons.com.au  

AUSTRIA

ZODIAC ÖSTERREICH

TEL: +43 67 64 86 40 65

Email: zodiac-oesterreich@zodiac.nl

FRANCE
ZODIAC FRANCE

Tel: 01 45 93 10 75

Email: zodiac-france@zodiac.nl

FC PARTS

Tel: 03 27 85 57 15

Email: fcparts@wanadoo.fr

GERMANY

ZODIAC DEUTSCHLAND

Tel: 02137 78740

Email: zodiac-deutschland@zodiac.nl

GREAT BRITAIN

ZODIAC U.K.

Tel: 01453 882 917

Email: zodiac-uk@zodiac.nl

HUNGARY

ZODIAC MOTORCYCLE

PRODUCTS HUNGARY

Tel: 06 30 217 1832

Email: zodiac-hungary@zodiac.nl

ITALY
ZODIAC ITALIA

Tel: 3426 561527

Email: zodiac-italia@zodiac.nl

SCANDINAVIA
ZODIAC SCANDINAVIA

Tel: +46 (0)70-518 14 62

Email: scandinavia@zodiac.nl

SPAIN
ZODIAC ESPANA

Tel: 663 86 81 44 

Email: spain@zodiac.nl 

SWITZERLAND

AMERICAN BIKE SHOP

Tel: 071 761 2678

Email: abs-zodiac@rheintal.ch

www.zodiac.nl 
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Motorcycle Storehouse B.V.
Industrieweg 22, 9781 AC Bedum, The Netherlands

Tel: +31 (0)50-3039775 - Fax: +31 (0)50-3039777

MCS Spanish agent
Paloma Pinto

Tel: +34 0 93 865 7427 - Fax: +34 0 93 865 7427
E-mail: paloma@mcseurope.nl

MCS French agent
Bruno Selle

Tel: +33 (0)4 90 67 76 33 - Fax: +33 (0)4 90 67 92 11
E-mail: bruno@mcseurope.nl

MCS German agent
Rasi Bayazid

Tel: +49 (0)211 289 0538 - Fax: +49 (0)211 289 0532
E-mail: rasi@mcseurope.nl

MCS Italian agent
Marcello Fontana

Tel: +39 0445 390437 - Fax: +39 0445 395539
E-mail marcello@mcseurope.nl

MCS UK agent
Simon Letts

Tel: +44 (0)1892 668844 - Fax: +44 (0)1892 667722
E-mail: simon@mcseurope.nl

www.tecmate.com

Multi-lingual catalogs : 
tecmate.com/cat

Global distributors : 
tecmate.com/distributors

Email (sales / service / technical): 
tecmate.com/contact

SALES
OFFICES 
EUROPE, UK & Rest of the World 
(for regions not listed below)
TecMate (International) 
S.A., Belgium
Tel: +32-16-805440

North, Central and 
South America
TecMate North America, 
Canada
CAN  : +1-905-3372095
USA  : +1-541-6399800

Africa, Australia, New Zealand, 
Southern Asia
TecMate South Africa, 
South Africa
Tel: +27-21-5316045

http://www.jamesgaskets.com
http://www.tecmate.com/cat
http://www.tecmate.com/distributors
http://www.tecmate.com/contact


Australia
Rollie’s Speed Shop
Tel: 07 3252 2129

Serco Pty Ltd 
Tel: 07 382 3283 3

Canada
Power Twins 

Tel: 403 250 6611
Parts Canada 

Tel: 877-277-7560

Germany
Custom Chrome Europe

Tel: 0049 (0)671 88888 0
Parts Europe

Tel: 0049 (0)6501 9695-2000
W & W Cycles

Tel: 0049 (0)931 2506115

Netherlands
Motorcycle Storehouse BV
Tel: 0031 (0)50 303 9771

Zodiac International
Tel: 0031 (0)297 28 86 21

New Zealand
Performance Cycle Wholesale

Tel: 0064 (0)9 308 1625

USA
Bikers Choice

Tel: (800) 347 8080
Drag Specialties

Tel: (800) 222 3400www.barnettclutches.com

DISTRIBUTOR NETWORK
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http://www.ricksmotorsportelectrics.com
http://www.fehling.de
http://www.amdchampionship.com


THIS MONTH’S ADVERTISERS
AIM Corp (US) Clutches & gear kits ..........................................................................................64

AirFX USA (US) Air suspension kits ............................................................................................51

Antigravity Batteries (US) Lithium-ion battery ATX-20, restart technology ..................................37

Arlen Ness Enterprises (US) Parts & accessories ......................................................................9,35

Arnott Air Suspension (US) TruAIR air suspension system............................................................41

Avon Grips (US) Memory foam grips..........................................................................................48

Avon Tyres (GB) Cobra Chrome tyres ........................................................................................21

Badlands Motorcycle Products (US) Illuminator modules ............................................................59

Barnett Clutches & Cables (US) Performance products for Indians ..............................................52

Biltwell (US) Gringo & Gringo S helmets ....................................................................................19

Bitubo (IT) Custom rear shocks....................................................................................................4

Custom Chrome Europe (DE) Parts & accessories ............................................................43,45,47

Darkhorse Crankworks (US) Crank assembly balancing & rebuilds..............................................58

Dock66 Motorcycle Parts (DE) Weld-in gas caps ........................................................................40

DP Brakes and Clutches North America (US) Brakes & clutches ..................................................49

Drag Specialties (US) 2019 Fatbook cover bike ..........................................................................15

Editrice Custom (IT) 33rd Biker Fest International ......................................................................63

Fehling (DE) Parts & accessories ................................................................................................61

Feuling Parts (US) Bulletproof camchest kits ..............................................................................59

Goodridge USA (US) Parts & accessories....................................................................................54

Hawg Halters Inc (US) The Road Hawg WTK kits ..........................................................................2

HHI / Renegade Custom Motorcycle Wheels (US) Wheels ..........................................................17

James Gaskets (US) Derby cover gaskets, distributor network ................................................36,60

JIMS (US) Forceflow ..................................................................................................................59

Kellermann (DE) New DF series lighting ....................................................................................41

Kustom Tech (IT) Parts & accessories..........................................................................................24

Le Pera Enterprises (US) Seats ..................................................................................................57

MAG Connection (FR) Distributor, TBR exhausts......................................................................7,55

Magnum Shielding (US) Complete cable kits..............................................................................28

Memphis Shades (US) Road Warrior fairing................................................................................49

Metalsport Wheels Inc (US) New 2019 wheel designs................................................................51

Mid-USA Motorcycle Parts (US) Parts & accessories......................................................................5

Midwest Motorcycle Supply (US) Ultima products ......................................................................44

Motorcycle Storehouse (NL) Distributor, International Sales Offices ..................................38-39,60

NAMZ Custom Cycle Products (US) Wiring harnesses & fluid lines ..............................................44

National Cycle (US) Windshields & accessories ..........................................................................57

Parts Europe (DE) "We are closer than you think" ....................................................................52

Platinum Air Suspension (US) Suspension options ......................................................................53

Rick's Motorsport Electrics (US) Starters, chargers & ignitions ....................................................61

S&S Cycle (US) SuperStreet 2-into-1 exhaust for M-8 Softail models ..........................................25

SBS Friction (DK) SBS brake pads ..............................................................................................11

SDL Exhibitions (IE) 2019 Irish Motorbike & Scooter Show ........................................................46

Sport Chrome (US) Quality chrome with lifetime warranty ..........................................................56

Tech Cycle Performance Products (US) Belt drives & starters ......................................................44

TecMate International (BE) OptiMate 7 Select battery charger....................................................16

TTS Motorcycles (DE) Rims & wheels ........................................................................................50

Tucker (US) BikeMaster center jack ............................................................................................30

Tucker (US) Twin Power Oil ........................................................................................................42

Western Power Sports (US) HardDrive 20" big wheel performance kit ........................................27

Zodiac International (Europe) (NL) Parts & accessories, European offices ..............................13,60

THIS MONTH’S EDITORIAL ITEMS
AirFX USA (US) Bolt on Wide Tire Kit for Indian Touring models ........................................................53

AMA (US) NewsBriefs: Schedule, AFT, Anti-profiling resolution, FIM ..................................................12

Andreani Group International (IT) DS1 electronic spring tester ..........................................................58

Arlen Ness Enterprises (US) Fenders for Indian models ......................................................................36

Arlen Ness Enterprises (US) Brake calipers available through Zodiac International ............................48

ACEM (BE) EU motorcycle registrations ............................................................................................10

Baker Drivetrain (US) Hydraulic side cover for M-8 models ................................................................56

Barnett Clutches & Cables (US) Clutch spring conversion kit..............................................................26

Biltwell (US) ECE-certified Gringo and Gringo S helmets ....................................................................29

Bitubo (IT) WNE for Indian and H-D ..................................................................................................56

BMW Motorrad Deutschland (DE) Autonomous tech will benefit V2V................................................18

Branch & O'Keefe (US) NewsBrief: RIP Jerry Branch ..........................................................................64

Cardo Systems (IL) Joins forces with JBL for high-end communication audio......................................14

Ciro (US) Micro floorboards available through Zodiac International ..................................................48

Custom Chrome Europe (DE) Product additions ................................................................................29

Custom Chrome Europe (DE) Mueller 'Hydro Clutch' ........................................................................50

Custom Dynamics (US) New light options..........................................................................................54

Desert Wind Harley-Davidson (US) NewsBrief: Acquired by The Motorcycle Company ........................64

Donnie Smith Custom Cycles (US) Custom Bike Show preview ..........................................................17

Drag Specialties (US) Spring NVP product expo ................................................................................10

Drag Specialties (US) Russ Wernimont Design shocks ........................................................................43

Drag Specialties (US) Product additions ............................................................................................47

Feuling Parts (US) Reaper series camshafts for M-8......................................................................38-39

FOX (US) Shocks for Touring models available through HardDrive......................................................26

HardDrive American V-twin Products (US) Fox shocks tor Touring models ..........................................26

HardDrive American V-twin Products (US) New distribution agreements; 2019 catalog ..................64,8

Harley-Davidson Motor Company (US) LiveWire available for US dealer pre-order ............................1,6

Harley-Davidson Motor Company (US) NewsBrief: Wells Fargo increases stake to 5.5% ......................8

Hawg Halters Inc (US) Two new Road Hawg wide tire kits ................................................................45

HHI / Renegade Custom Motorcycle Wheels (US) Adds widths to custom wheels program ................58

Indian Motorcycle Company (US) NewsBrief: Akrapovic exhaust as stock for FTR 1200 ....................10

Indian Motorcycle Company (US) To sponsor 'One Moto Show' ........................................................12

Joker Machine (US) Mini serrated floorboards and LED turn signals ..................................................40

KOSO North America (CA) Dyna and XL tachometer available through Custom Chrome Europe ........29

MagnaFlow (US) Distributed by HardDrive......................................................................................64,8

Magnum Shielding (US) Black XR brake and hydraulic clutch lines ....................................................34

Marolotest (FR) 60th anniversary ......................................................................................................12

Motion Pro (US) Spring compressor and hose removal tool................................................................54

Motogadget (DE) Glassless mirrors available through Custom Chrome Europe..................................29

Motorcycle Industry Council (MIC) (US) NewsBrief: New members of Board of Directors ..................10

MSI (US) Hubs for Baggers ................................................................................................................26

Müller Motorcycle (DE) 'Hydro Clutch' available through Custom Chrome Europe ............................50

Mustang Motorcycle Seats & Accessories (US) HighTail Fastback seat ................................................40

National Cycle (US) Heritage Line Beaded Heavy Duty windshields....................................................45

Parts Europe (DE) Exclusive distributor for Rinehart Racing Euro 4 slip-ons ........................................18

Paul Yaffe Originals (US) Distributed by HardDrive ..........................................................................64,8

Pavel Malanik (CZ) Bike Feature: 'Beast of Brooklands' ................................................................31-33

Phil Ayliff Products /DP Brakes (GB) Expands clutch line ......................................................................8

Polaris Industries (US) NewsBrief: Share price tumbles ........................................................................8

Rekluse Motor Sports (US) Distributed by HardDrive ......................................................................64,8

Rinehart Racing (US) Slip-ons available through Parts Europe............................................................18

Roland Sands Design (US) Air cleaners and matching accessories for M-8 ........................................43

Russ Wernimont Designs (US) Shocks available through Drag Specialties ..........................................43

S&S Cycle (US) Industry Extra: In praise of the 'Evo'......................................................................20-24

SDL Exhibitions (IE) 2019 Irish motorbike show preview and call for builder registrations ..................16

Suspension Technologies U.S.A. (US) Elite Technologies trike kits ......................................................47

Swiss-Moto (CH) 2019 show preview................................................................................................14

TecMate International (BE) OptiMate Ampmatic battery rescue chargers ..........................................34

Tucker (US) V-Twin 2019 catalog ......................................................................................................18

Two Brothers Racing (US) Shorty Turnout 2-into1 ..............................................................................36

W&W Cycles (DE) PanAm product additions......................................................................................53

Western Power Sports (US) NewsBrief: 80,000 sq ft warehouse expansion........................................10

Zodiac International (Europe) (NL) Product additions ........................................................................48

This INDEX is a complete listing of all the items in this edition. It includes all our advertisers and the product, feature and news items
published this month. The INDEX will act as a quick reference guide, and will be useful when searching this and other editions either

for contact details for a particular company, or for a specific item that has appeared. The INDEX appears in every edition of AMD .
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Boise, Idaho headquartered distributor
HardDrive American V-twin Products,
the specialty custom parts division of
Western Power Sports (WPS), has
announced three new distribution
partnerships with Paul Yaffe’s Bagger
Nation (PYBN), MagnaFlow Exhaust
and Rekluse (clutches).  
“I am extremely excited to start
offering these brands throughout our
HardDrive dealer network,” National
Sales Manager Ronnie Wehr
explained. “All three of these brands
are well respected in the V-twin world
and we couldn’t be happier to work
with them. Each of these brands are
distinct, giving HardDrive’s vast dealer
network even more options for V-twin
enthusiasts across the country.”
For over 30 years Paul Yaffe’s products
have been industry staples in custom
Harley-Davidson creation, always
coming up with unique parts.  Located
in Phoenix, Arizona, Bagger Nation’s
diverse line-up “includes only the
highest quality parts for Harley-
Davidson touring motorcycles. This
new relationship will allow HardDrive
to further help market and distribute
Paul Yaffe’s products in dealerships
across North America.”
For PYBN, National Operations
Manager Mark Goss said: “We are
delighted to announce our partnership
with HardDrive. As a manufacturer of
the highest quality parts for Harley-
Davidson touring motorcycles,
including the best-selling handlebars
in the world, we feel this relationship
will be very complementary to both
companies, benefitting dealers and
their customers.”
MagnaFlow describes itself as a
“global leader in exhaust design and

manufacturing with over 35 years of
experience. MagnaFlow engineers use
state-of-the-art manufacturing
techniques to give V-twin riders that
extra boost of performance, style and
unmistakable sound. Proudly made in
the USA, MagnaFlow develops and
manufactures their products to
exacting standards to ensure that
every part is of the highest quality.
HardDrive is proud to begin
distributing MagnaFlow to dealerships
across North America with their

customer-focused service.”
For MagnaFlow, Director Chris McGee
said: “We are excited with the addition
of HardDrive as a sales partner to
enhance the service and support of
MagnaFlow to V-twin dealers and
shops across North America.

MagnaFlow and HardDrive are both
family-owned and built from the
ground up by good people with
determination and a vision for the
future. We look forward to more good
things in the future with HardDrive.”
Founded on the philosophy of “good
is not good enough”, Boise, Idaho
based Rekluse is “continually
innovating clutch technology, offering
high performance auto and manual
clutches for off-road and street
motorcycles, including V-twin clutches
- indeed Rekluse are the ‘Official
Clutch’ supplier of the American Flat
Track race series. 
“Trusted worldwide, from weekend
warriors to world champions in
multiple riding disciplines, Rekluse
proudly engineers, develops and
manufactures in-house here in our

HardDrive Announces New
Distribution Agreements with
Three Major Industry Brands

Continues on page 8 >>> 

We here at AMD were saddened to
hear of the passing of legendary
performance engineer Jerry Branch.
An AMA Hall of Famer, Branch is
perhaps best remembered as one of
the most innovative designers and
builders of motorcycle racing engines
in the second half of the 20th
century. John O'Keefe, Branch's
business partner for 43 years at
Branch & O'Keefe Co., said Branch
was still coming to the shop to work
regularly until his passing. Involved in
the formulation of the original AMA
Superbike rules, Branch authored
several books about his work with
cylinder head air flow - his
innovations in engine design and
performance were far reaching. He
founded the company Branch
Flowmetrics, which he sold to Mikuni
in the late 1990s. 

The world's largest Harley-
Davidson dealership group, The
Motorcycle Company (the
Veracka family), has announced
further expansion, acquiring
Desert Wind Harley-Davidson in
Mesa, Arizona - the fifth
dealership acquisition in the
past 12 months and 12th Harley
store under its ownership
currently. TMC is targeting
10,000 Harley retail sales in
2019.

UBS estimate that domestic U.S. H-D
retail sales in October and November
2018 were looking like they were
“down double-digit percent” - which
is worse than expectations and
especially concerning as numbers lap
the hurricane disruption months in
Florida and Texas last year - FL and
TX are the 2nd and 3rd largest states
for motorcycle retail, accounting for
some 11-12% of total U.S. sales.
October and November are said to
typically be around 72-73% of
Harley’s Q4 U.S. retail sales and 11-
12% of full year retail. 2018 has
been Harley’s fourth consecutive year
of U.S. retail sales decline.

NEWS
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National Sales Manager Ronnie
Wehr: “I am extremely excited to
start offering these brands
throughout our HardDrive dealer
network” 

http://www.aim-tamachi.com
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